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Abstract
The Palestinian need for aid is entirely a result of a decades long conflict with Israel.
Western funders to Palestinian NGOs working in psychological services may have good
intentions, but their traditional approaches to therapy and well-being may be inconsistent
with a collective Palestinian identity of liberation. These colonizing therapies may stigmatize
Palestinians as "traumatized", encouraging a defeated or passive mentality, undermining
values of resistance, while ongoing Israeli oppression continues. The NGO policies and
modes of work can also influence the worldview, practices, and motivations of Palestinian
Mental health workers who are serving populations with much experience of violence and
oppression. One goal of this qualitative research is to learn how mental health workers
position themselves with respect to basic aspects of psychological colonialism (body, the
other, language, imagination, etc.).
The aims are to open the horizons of possibility for decolonial practices. This research
begins a dialogue with Palestinian psychologists around the dynamics of mental health work
in settler-colonial war zones. The project describes and analyzes the programs, projects and
directions of these NGOs, and their institutional impact on communities under colonial
violence. This study additionally attempts to understand how mental health workers perceive
coloniality within their organization and practice, and their readiness to engage their own
practice and their clients into the process of decoloniality. One central goal of interest to the
present researcher is to understand how these themes relate to theories of justice therapy and
sociopolitical well-being. The themes found in the analysis were brought back to MaldonadoTorres' 10 theses on Coloniality and Decoloniality theory and interpreted more deeply into
the broader global context.

NGOS EMBODYING DECOLONIALITY: TOWARDS EMANCIPATORY
PSYCHOLOGICAL PRACTICE AND PEDAGOGY IN PALESTINE

The Palestinian need for aid is entirely a result of a decade long conflict with Israel.
However, aid to both Israel and Palestine is militarized, which in many ways can foster and
prolong conflict rather than address its root causes. NGOs (non-governmental organizations) are
now recognized as key third sector actors in many areas of public action, including human rights
and humanitarianism. Precise deﬁnitions vary as to what constitutes an NGO, and the challenge of
analyzing the phenomenon of NGOs remains surprisingly difﬁcult; however, NGOs are a crucial
element of civil society.
Aid to Palestinian governmental agencies and NGOs is often a product of support for
Israel, in spite of violations of Palestinian rights. Military aid and military trade, as well as
financial, economic, cultural, and political exchange, can serve to strengthen and reinforce
Israel’s capacity to occupy, colonize, and dispossess Palestinians. Aid to Israel directly
subsidizes Israel’s violence towards Palestine. International political support often acts as a
shield for Israel, protecting violations from the consequences of non-compliance with
international law. These political protections, often unbeknownst to aid actors, create a
complicity among them, amid Israel’s violations of Palestinian rights (Murad, 2014, as cited in
Murad, 2017).
Western funders to Palestinian NGOs often impact receiving organizations by shaping
Palestinian subjectivities and reinforcing a defeated mentality among Palestinians. This mentality
often fosters internalized oppression for Palestinians suffering from Israeli military aggression
and violence. For Palestinians who require mental health assistance, the colonial nature--of the

psychological and therapeutic services and discourse--is problematic. The effects of the
psychological discourse around Palestinian mental health care, as well as the outcomes of the
therapy itself, can produce a post colonial identity which is more favorable to Israel than
Palestinians themselves. The therapeutic process, and commonly accepted and even fostered
practices, can lead to the creation of a post-colonial identity, an identity arguably at odds with
Palestinian interests, and certainly any identity that embodies an afinity for resistance liberation.
This new identity, which can be shaped by therapeutic processes, often fosters an internalization
of colonial norms. This internalized colonialism can influence Palestinian participation in activist
and social justice efforts for Palestinian human rights, thus continually re-colonizing local
resistance, under the guise of help (Masud, 2015).
NGOs, working in the psychological health services, often marginalize Palestinians by
encouraging passivity in its victims. The therapy often undermines values of resistance by
focusing on traditional treatment and rehabilitation of victims; in the context of the Palestinian
condition. Traditional therapy often removes from victims the elements of their identity which
tether them to their communities and roots, rerouting their justified anger and frustration with
colonial violence, and guiding victims towards acceptance and assimilation. Colonized services
overlook Palestinian liberation. Dimensions of liberation must be present in healthy therapeutic
work for Palestinians, and any other oppressed populations across the globe. Therapeutic
approaches that better centralize liberation and reaffirms a decolonized approach to survivors
must help individuals move toward healthy but critical outlooks on the physical and structural
violence and unfortunate conditions in which they dwell. Liberal perspectives, encouraged by
status quo therapy, alongside traditional psychological treatment and intervention, has, in many
instances, invalidated the psychological structure of resistance, resilience, and solidarity in

victims. Normalizing therapies take Palestinians, ones struggling to reject internal and external
systems of occupation, and turn them into victims in need of psycho-social intervention. Again,
this is not simply specific to Palestinians but to any resisting populations and communities.
Normalizing or occupying interventions can most frequently be found in specialized scientific
and professional NGOs. NGOs construct psychological contracts of mental health wellness
through a colonial lens that begins to instill new values not previously present in survivors;
values which often accommodate oppressive agendas and undermines the participant’s struggle
for freedom, independence, and liberation.
The effects of colonialism and ongoing Israeli violence continues to influence the
worldview, practices, and motivations of Palestinian Mental health workers serving oppressed
populations. There are better ways to raise existential contradictions and bring up internalized
double consciousness. Whether “healing” is occurring or not in such a process is a complicated
question. What is healing and whether healing is the ultimate goal are questions that need to be
interrogated. Regardless, liberating approaches of resistance are necessary when considering any
mental health crises due to occupation. As colonized people, Palestinian healing, again, if that is
the best word, must come through self-determined action (Makungu, 2002). The task for the
psychological researcher or interventionist is to take steps in generating and identifying
culturally appropriate practices, methods, and processes, aimed at healing or understanding pain
through activism, and the promotion of social justice.
The challenge is to make room for the rescue, respect, and reconstruction, of cultural
identities within psychological practices. Historical experiences will be important components of
the development of decolonial theories, as well as psychological methodology (Makungu, 2002).
Psychology itself has the capacity to become a decolonial praxis, pushing past the desire to

understand cultural and structural analyses to reshaping the fundamental role of attitudes in the
formation of the self/collective subjectivities embedded in the work (Maldonado-Torres, 2014).
Attitudes are connected to action; therefore, it is necessary to learn from successful
approaches to actional therapy. It is necessary to respect the fundamental values that make the
world human. For Maldonado-Torres, this is the task of utmost urgency, both careful reflection
and preparation to act. Decolonizing theory can help us redesign the theoretical and practical
tools used by indigenous and occupied mental health workers, their experience, their aspirations,
and their struggle in the field.
One goal of this research is to learn how mental health workers position themselves with
respect to basic aspects of psychological colonialism (involves, body, other, language,
imagination, etc.). The aims are to open the horizons of possibility (in time and space) and the
ways in which decolonial practices prepare subjects (clients, and mental health workers) to act,or
not to act. In addition, there is a desire to elicit indigenous psychological knowledge without
replicating the limitations imposed by reality. Thus, praxis is critical.
What we see and how we see it is of course determined by our perspective; the place in
which we begin our examination of reality and history. To acquire a new psychological
knowledge that does not rebrand colonization, it is not enough to place oneself in the perspective
of the other; a new praxis is needed. According to Baro (1996) praxis is an activity of
transforming reality that will let us know about what it is and what is not, helping to orient
ourselves toward a decolonial activism.
This research is intended to begin a dialogue with psychologists about the dynamics that
define the working of mental health in settler-colonial war zones, where the decolonial-informed
processes are aimed against trauma-producing policies. These processes are also aimed at

redressing racial inequity from a social justice and activism lens within current cultural contexts.
This study seeks to map out practices (e.g., protest music and art) toward new decolonial
interventions, to understand how to liberate sub-oppressors or those with internalized oppression
(i.e., mental health workers) within the system to counter hegemonic responses to the ongoing
settler colonialism. One urgent task for the recovery of historical meaning is to create new ethical
or value-based practices that shape resistance, collective identity, and spiritual life while
informing resilience and solidarity-based processes. Providing mental health services in the
context of war and conflict creates a struggle for mental health workers to satisfy everyday basic
needs. It often forces them to stay in the “here and now”, without a before or after in a permanent
psychological present.
There is no doubt that the colonial condition leaves a devastating impact on our lives,
realities, and our conceptual skills as colonized people. But how can we counter, represent,
diffuse such realities to better establish, recognize decolonial knowledge, attitudes, and practices
in the context of resistance? How can we better to derive lessons of liberating internalized
oppression in mental health workers to liberate all Palestians through a more strategic, moral,
and action-oriented praxis?
Research importance
An interrogation into the phenomenon of NGOs and their relationship with victims of
colonial violence is an open horizon for research. Research practices, even and particularly
qualitative research, must be cognizant of the need to decolonize these methodologies. Different
modes of qualitative research through different modes of community engagement is needed.
Reevaluating colonization within methodologies can add new incentive and inspiration toward
the creation and application of liberation psychology in thinking and writing. Better attention to

the research component within praxis could help unveil the world of oppression and inspire
commitment to its transformation. The oppressed can better own the fruits of the empirical work
and to pass on this informational capital through pedagogies for all people.
This research is an attempt to engage mental health workers in decolonial practices, to
raise awareness and contradictions in terms of the psychological treatment and services they
provide in the context of colonialism. It is about incorporating community-based perspectives on
historical trauma and promotin solidarity compatible with psychological services in the
Palestinian cultural context. It is about strengthening Palestinian resistance, struggling to
overcome the effects of everyday life under occupation and violent conditions
Conceptual framework
A liberating community psychology that recognizes the importance of decolonization
must focus on critical consciousness raising of individual minds but on organizational psyches as
well. A key force in the humanitarian world is the international NGO. Most NGOs do excellent
work, with the best of intentions, but any large set of social interventions has the potential to do
harm, consciously or unconsciously.
Organizations are complex, multi-leveled systems, and the psychology of an NGO goes
well beyond its executive director or its full set of employees. The nature of an NGO is at least
equally the people it serves (or claims to represent), its organizational rules and regulations,
policies, missions, agendas, and structures. Its work is most certainly characterized by its founder
and the stated and implicit mission. The motivations and values reflected by any NGO are not
always clear, particularly in the ways it might maintain colonized thinking, and these motivations
and values must be understood.

Understanding the explicit and implicit motivations of the NGO, as well as the
institutions which fund them, and the execution of that mission proves necessary in examining
the systemic factors at play. Employees of the NGOs, specifically those directly engaged with
the population served, may feel the organizational goal is empowerment (Rappaport, 1981) but
might not be immediately aware of the colonial context and nature of the ways their work is
carried out and guided by other forces within and external to the NGO. Bourdieu (1986) suggests
that capital, in its objectified or embodied forms, takes time to accumulate, has the capacity to
reproduce itself, and it may find its way into otherwise benevolent NGO work and persist there.
From a critical community psychology perspective, we look at the Palestinian context,
examining the potential of International NGOs (e.g., United Nations Relief and Works Agency
for Palestine Refugees; UNRWA) to do as much harm as good, specifically in perpetuating a
colonized mindset. A serious litmus test for the NGOs is then introduced, which simply asks the
NGOs to decide whether they would, for their students, clients, and employees, embrace the
performing of, listening and dancing to, and dialoguing around, protest music. This relatively
simple test of an NGO’s willingness to engage in decolonization may be harder for some to pass
than most would believe. Critical thinkers have long pointed out that those who attempt to help
often engage in false generosity, creating, in Freire’s (1970) view the oppressed to put their
hands further and further out in supplication. Internally, organizations claim they are about
“freedom” but discourage any semblance of disobedience, resulting in a false organizational
freedom (Fromm, 1963).
NGOs in Palestine
In the past, Palestine’s helping organizations consisted primarily of popular committees
which provided community-based services for Palestinians in need. These institutions were

maintained through voluntary and charitable work, and only occasionally funded through
political parties. After WWII, as part of the Marshall plan, international NGOs began sprouting
up, ostensibly to help provide relief and recovery. Arguably, this new source of government
funding was not purely for the good. While the Marshall plan provided much needed capital
toward highly profitable investment projects in cash-strapped European countries, the programs
in Palestine tended to focus more on preserving power, warding off communism, and creating a
market for American goods (Clawson, 2002). During the 1970s and 1980s in both the West Bank
and Gaza Strip, in spite of Western policies and motivations, the Palestinian people continued to
maintain a popular interconnected base focused on local organizations.
The work remained mostly in line with the best interests of the Palestinian people.
Popular committees, unions, and organizations of various classes (workers, students, women,
professionals and teachers) played a key role in establishing and strengthening the social fabric.
In the 1993 Oslo Accords, a set of agreements between the Government of Israel and the
Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) were signed in an attempt to create some peace between
Israel and Palestine and offer the Palestinian people some right to self-determination. Soon after,
the NGOs carrying out service work took on a different character (Alzabin, 1999), and the
number of NGOs in the West Bank almost immediately increased from 272 to 444 (Qasum,
2002; Bakir, 2012). These “helping” institutions, born of the Accords, opened the doors to
foreign financiers, aimed to meet the agendas of their own nations, to create wealth by
establishing projects in Palestinian society. Some have argued that these new NGOs not only
harmed the Palestinian economy but the very right to Palestinian self-determination (Alzabin,
1999; Bakir, 2012; Qasum, 2002). It may also be argued that the dependence of the NGOs on

outside foreign funding has negated a previously well-ingrained internal interdependency and
sense of community among the Palestinian people.
Structural Violence in the Palestinian Context
The first author’s ethnographic work inside Palestinian NGOs that focus on psychosocial
interventions supports the critiques of other analysts: the organizational rules, regulations,
regularities, and training often include a form of colonial discourse that impacts the workers on
the front lines, and therefore impacts the clients. This kind of implicit structuring of agendas
outside of the explicit mission of the work is an omnipresent element in Palestinian helping
organizations. Humanitarian and human rights, so vital in the world today, can too often be used
as a guide to cover ulterior motives.
International NGOs in Palestine are often scaffolded by well-meaning Palestinian
workers. The employment offered by these NGOs is important and provides the staff members
with livable wages for their families, although there may often be broader and unseen costs.
Depending on where they work within the organization, the employees may be considered part
of the oppressed or colonized class. Yet, as Freire (1970) has argued, those in the oppressed
class-- often through training and past experience--have the worst values, beliefs, and actions of
the oppressor within them psychologically, often engaging as sub-oppressors in horizontal
violence against those of their own group or class. Rather than conceptualizing this situation in
terms of oppressor vs. the oppressed, or the colonized vs. the decolonized, it may be more useful
to analyze the role of these workers within systems of structural violence. Structural violence
may be intentional or unintentional, but it plays out as globalizing and exploitative practices
across social categories, disproportionately impacting non-dominant groups (Duckett, 2005;
Dutta, 2017).

Seemingly peaceful or “soft” interventions may appear benign to both NGO workers as
well as the communities that they serve. And yet both their means and ends may be more
malignant than what is on the surface. Palestinian NGO workers, under the impression they are
building an NGO framework for the benefit of their people, may be wholly unaware of the ways
in which their programs and projects are concurrently molded according to external agendas and
ready-made templates and tools. As the NGOs liaise with and are increasingly driven by western
governments and profit motives, the manifest public assertions toward the good of the
Palestinian people may show latent individual and organizational behaviors reflecting structural
violence. Nevertheless, Palestinian NGO employees may, be the ones most likely to recognize
the moral inconsistencies in their work if given the opportunity to have more dialogue and think
more deeply about otherwise invisible forms of colonization.
Structural violence is as psychological as it is physical, and the more psychological, the
lesser the imprint and potential resistance. Psychological and psychiatric “helping” organizations
may be the sector most likely to work in ways that mimic benevolent forces while in actuality
creating greater and greater forms of dependency in those they serve (Rappaport, 1977). Therapy
in political situations is always a challenge, particularly when the sole focus is in individual
recovery and working toward well-being when liberatory critical consciousness work is equally
needed. In the politics of therapy, many NGOs present themselves as helping organizations,
offering necessary and urgent humanitarian services in a dignified manner to Palestinian citizens
affected by the Israeli occupation. The NGOs position themselves publicly as against torture and
organized violence, offering psychological, social, and medical assistance, as well as capacity
building and scientific research that emphasizes “best practices.” Treatment and intervention is
done more “for” than “with” “traumatized populations” (Freire, 1970), through clinics or visits

for those who are unable to access the organization, all of which are free. The organization
directs its services to those affected and their families.
Without denying the existence of very real trauma and disability, there is a great deal of
controversy around the fine line of wellness promotion and victimization. Rappaport (1981) has
emphasized that community psychology must focus on such paradoxes or dialectics, and how
imbalances occur in the ways in which psychologists do their work. To the extent we take
colonization and decolonization seriously, it is essential to work in the contested space of
whether there is a situation of colonized Palestinians working as sub-oppressors and carrying out
acts of colonization and conformity as much as healing.
In the qualitative and ethnographic analyses of the first author, international NGOs in
Palestine offer psychological services free of any dialogical work toward awareness of the
sociopolitical factors at the origin of harm. In many dystopian narratives, those who once
struggled to resist and reject the normalization of oppression have become victims of psychosocial intervention toward “well-being.” In such paradigms, isolated and victimized persons have
been blamed, and taught to blame themselves, for being unemployed, socially excluded,
discriminated against, and seen as psychologically damaged (Rappaport, 1977; Coimbra et al.,
2012).
From the first author’s experience, Palestinian NGOs starting from a colonial model too
often color the client’s prior psychological attempts against the occupation as a to-beinstitutionalized pathology. Starting with an assumption of to-be-cared for trauma, the oppressed
are often seen, for example, as victims, having been unable to reconstruct a sufficiently coherent
understanding of themselves, and they cannot adapt to the “normal” social world in which they
live—engendering a sense of inferiority, helplessness, and powerlessness (Moane, 2003).

Through such a therapeutic organizational paradigm, NGOs intentionally or unintentionally
shape the discourse of the Palestinian population. Arguably, this represents an individualistic
unraveling of the social fabric of indigenous Palestinians toward an early stage of individualistic
passivity.
With this ameliorative method alone, there is cause for concern. Together with a critical
and liberating edge, there are protections against internalized oppression and harm. There is
much space on a continuum from victimization/amelioration to transformation, and from therapy
to liberation. The liberatory emphasis for Freire (1970) was one of conscientization, or critical
consciousness, the process whereby people attain an insightful awareness of the sociopolitical,
political, and cultural circumstances which affect their lives, and the potential for action. Fromm
(1963) believed organizations needed to better encourage disobedient voices from all citizens or
community members. It is from this perspective that encouraging a greater appreciation of the
psychosocial potential, protest music might work as a test of authentic organizational freedom
within NGOs in Palestine and elsewhere.
Protest Song as Litmus Test
Following the academic and scientific disciplines, international NGOs—their ideologies,
theories, procedures, and practices—may too readily conform to mainstream psychology, leading
to a de-radicalizing of their work in ways that detract from the ecologic hopes with which they
begin their work (Coimbra et al., 2009). This conformity can also lead them to miss ways in
which their work is subtly co-opted. Approaches toward reform may benefit from theories of
praxis that examine temporal stages of activism and sociopolitical development (Olson et al.,
2011; Watts, 2003).

Protest songs are at the heart of any critical, empowering community psychology (Olson,
2009) and can play a significant role in the decolonization of helping institutions, which, along
with therapy, provides another level of cultural resistance against structural and other forms of
violence, bringing life to otherwise alienated bureaucracies. One simple model for NGO
transformation, conscientization of its employees and clients, is exemplified in three stages: Precritical, critical awareness, and action.
Protest songs help people safely explore the otherwise daunting nature of hegemony.
Hegemony tends to permeate the values, attitudes, beliefs, and morality of society, making
objective injustices seem like common sense (Prilleltensky, 1994). Much inspiration and
dialogue is necessary if “clients” have a desire to struggle to another level of awareness, if they
want to move beyond a “safe”, pre-critical stage of coping through conformity. Protest songs
unfold people’s relationships with oppression, inviting the active listener to acknowledge
personal and shared lived experiences and testimonies of struggle. Lyrical narratives of action
emphasize the individual and group’s role and identity to carry a message of resistance, rejecting
injustice and pursuing a broader justice.
Without an attempt to proselytize or convert, but to engage in dialogue and debate, the
protest song starts “where people are at” and naturally simulates a Palestinian social reality. If,
where it is necessary, NGO interventions began pre-critical dialogue around the client’s
Palestinian identity, and their own wishes, they would center around musically emotional songs
of suffering, struggle, and resistance from a long history of repression. Rouhana (2014) describes
the Palestinian collective conscience, carrying with it the collective events experienced in
Palestinian history (Abu Matar, 2013). It is about the Palestinian cumulative self and collectiveidentity within the economic, social and political context of occupation.

Protest music is the tool needed to work against normalization and toward decolonization
(Pietrese & Parekh, 1995). Protest songs, if embedded in teaching and healing practices, can,
through the catharsis of the music and discussion of meaning, start a conversation about the
brutal social conditions of apartheid and the need for moral right rather than simply human-made
law (Thoreau, 1849/1993).
Protest music creates an authentic and aesthetic setting, a method that stimulates
participants to consider fuller steps toward decolonization, in secure audio and lyrical
surroundings. The music, movement, and interpretation of lyrics can take groups deeper into the
realization that the power structure exists and is vulnerable to critique (Freire, 1970). Protest
songs recognize crises, often government caused, acknowledging oppression, conflict, death, and
other graphic depictions of that defy naïve therapeutic assumptions that people should “just get
along”.
In terms of praxis, Freire pointed out that the word without action is just an “alienating
blah”. Our assumption is that most clients of NGOs in Palestine experience their services as
useful, but insufficient. Protest songs encourage action toward change, reforming society rather
than being enveloped in one’s one struggles. From an ecologic and transformative perspective,
such invigorating and energizing emotions and dialogue around them is essential.
Often protest songs urge direct action (Olson et al., 2011). Many songs emphasize hope
and the inevitability of change, initiating action. Therapists should never offer treatment outside
the experience of the people. Tactics should be ones the people enjoy (Alinsky, 1978). Song can
lift mood and offer a seamless call and response necessary in the cycle of liberatory praxis.
In summary, people have argued that art must not just soothe but penetrate with its
deepest roots, and it must elevate (Ingram, 2008). There is much occurring on the ground in

Palestine related to expressive arts therapy. NGOs are implementing new and borrowed methods
of art therapy: dance, music and improvisational theater are being used throughout the occupied
territories to help ease hardships. Considering those who are affected directly by occupation
practices—victims of organized violence, prisoners and their families, the wounded, and the
families of the martyrs, the disabled, those behind apartheid walls, and settler attacks, the poor,
and other marginalized groups—expressive arts therapy can provide a more critical use of
creative arts, including but not limited to music.
Within a Northern African/Middle Eastern context, writers have discussed the essential
role of protest music in the Egyptian Spring. They have pointed out that songs on the radio, born
out of long years of social repression, have reached a great number of people. The songs on the
radio are efficient mediums for uncovering systems of power and imagining better future worlds.
The songs express the capacity to break free from dominant ideologies and to locate the creative
tools necessary to move forward and articulate new alternatives (Valassopoulos & Mostafa,
2014).
Research question
Therefore, the main research question using multi-level critical community psychology
and decolonization lens orientation is: how do mental health workers in Palestine and the NGOs
within work to navigate providing healing with socio-political activism? Where are the tensions
and contested places in their narratives?
Sub questions:
1. How do mental health workers navigate the intersection of individual and collective wellbeing?

2. How to strategize to address the coloniality of the practice? And how to create spaces of
decolonial practices, praxis, and healing?
3. How to develop critical consciousness measures, tools and culturally appropriate methods
useful for transforming social conditions of inequity/apartheid towards wellness and
social justice?
4. How might their thinking reflect health vs. well-being, more colonized vs. liberatory
practices?
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the study is to explore affective, social, cultural, and practical factors that
may contribute to the development or reconstruction of models of identification and creating a
theoretical framework that can be used in a community of practitioners in ways that can be
liberating and decolonizing. Identifying areas where progress can be made in improving the
mental health services towards strategies for liberation instead of caging people opens up the
horizon for change.
Method Section
Qualitative Design
A qualitative method approach was utilized to understand mental health workers'
practices, understanding how they facilitate healing with sociopolitical activism, and engaging in
decoloniality through a new praxis. Combining aspects of grounded theory and critical
ethnography will be applied for analysis. Qualitative tools are critical to explore new constructs
and are well-suited for this critical and theoretically driven study on colonization embedded and
invisible in psychology.

The researcher’s rationale for qualitative method, using Palestine Trauma Centre (PTCGaza) and Doctors without Borders as case studies to give specific illustration of the Palestinian
non-governmental organization working in the “psychology services” field, is to describe and
analyze their programs, projects and directions of these NGOs, and their institutional impact on
communities under colonial violence. This case study is a systematic approach focusing on a
particular social unit, a detailed and extensive study of a single module to reveal all its aspects
according to the monographic approach. Monograph is derived from the Greek mono (subject)
and grapho (to write), writing extensively on a single subject, to survey the state of knowledge in
the field. Monograph is commonly regarded as an anthropological approach to study the subject
from a macro level. Case study is a debatable topic among researchers to consider it a
methodology or not. Here, the researcher uses it as a strategy of inquiry to investigate bounded
systems through detailed data collection involving participant observations, interviews,
audiovisual material, documents and reports. For the purpose of reaching a holistic analysis,
generalizing applicable facts to use on similar units of non-profit organizations that work in the
same psychological services field. The research methodology included the following tools to
attain comprehensiveness and credible data:
Content Analysis
The University of Georgia Terry School of Business (2010) defines content analysis as
“the technique used to make replicable and valid inferences by interpreting and coding textual
material." By systematically evaluating texts (documents, oral communications, and graphics), to
describe and examine objectively the nuances of organizational behaviors, stakeholders’
perception, and societal trends, researchers can get a better sense of the colonial attitudes
embedded in these texts. And it is considered to be an important bridge amid analysis of socio-

cognitive and perceptual constructs and NGOs’ discourse. Social cognitive theory (SCT), used in
psychology, education, and communication, holds that portions of an individual's knowledge
acquisition can be directly related to observing others within the context of social interactions,
experiences, and outside media influences (Bandura, 1999). The NGOs’ discourse: Discourse, as
defined by Foucault, refers to “ways of constituting knowledge, together with the social
practices, forms of subjectivity and power relations which inhere in such knowledges and
relations between them. Discourses are more than ways of thinking and producing meaning.
They constitute the 'nature' of the body, unconscious and conscious mind and emotional life of
the subjects they seek to govern” (as cited in Weedon, 1987, p. 108).
It is important to explore the content used in communicating by the NGOs, all the
meanings expressed by different symbols (word, sound, image or drawing) for rigorous
exploration of important but difficult to study issues of interest. It is equally important to
examine how communication is used as a tool for the transmission of ideas, information and
trends interpreted from one person to another. The purpose of using this tool is to search, and to
try to answer questions such as: Who says, and what, and to whom? What are the implications? I
wanted to use this method to analyze definitions on the websites, as well as to analyze some of
the issues raised in the definitions and their contribution to the community through web pages,
and how their employees foster the definitions in their work on the ground. The content analysis
units were limited to some words and phrases, such as trauma and resiliency.
The word is the smallest unit in content analysis, and may refer to a specific symbolic
meaning, which meets through several terms and concepts that reflect a specific meaning. These
meanings, which may be reflected in the NGO’s name (e.g., Palestine Trauma Centre-Gaza), are
combined in specific goals and objectives; using the method of content analysis enables us to

know the values held by the Center in which they seek to disseminate them within the
community. We will reveal these values through the behaviors or practices that the NGOs and
their employees pursue to achieve their goals and visions.
Interview
The interview is an indispensable means to the data collection stages used by social
science researchers. Interviews help determine the dimensions of the study problem and to
provide an initial exploratory background. One-on-one interviews occurred using a preformulated interview protocol while remaining open to the participant taking the dialogue in
different directions. This allowed the researcher the space to formulate the questions and yet
spontaneously divert to other topics during the interview, freely, and rephrasing them in a way
that seemed logical; to fit the critical context of the respondent's ideas.
This study will attempt to understand how mental health workers perceive coloniality
within their organization and practice, and their readiness to engage their own practice and their
clients’ into the process of decoloniality. The narratives of these professionals will also provide
context into the colonial and other cultural aspects of the NGOS. One central goal, of interest to
the present researcher, is to understand how these themes relate to theories of justice therapy and
sociopolitical well-being.
The interviews conducted with mental health workers will hopefully provide more
details on field work experiences, helping to understand through critical ethnography and
grounded theory the structure of mental health workers’ readiness, views, beliefs, feelings, and
attitudes on coloniality of practices. Grounded theory suggests that themes are not pre-planned
but allowed to emerge from participant voices. That is, the theory that is being built is grounded
in the narratives, experiences, and assumptions of those interviewed (Creswell, 2007).

Ethnography, in general, focuses on an entire cultural group (mental health workers) involving
the people they interact with, and in this case the services they provide, the descriptions and
interpretations of shared and learned patterns of values, behaviors, and beliefs. Critical
ethnography includes a value-laden orientation. The approach challenges the status quo, and
attempts to address issues about power and control, dominance, repression, hegemony and
victimization (Creswell, 2007)
The goal here is not to necessarily empower the professionals, it is not to help them in
their needs, it is not to fight for their rights. One aspect of this critical ethnography is to
challenge them, not in an overwhelmingly negative way, in their thinking about the work that
they do. This challenging is done in a way that builds trust, is completely honest, and seeks
participant views around their work. Challenging helps the participants feel more safe to be
critical.
Traditional critical ethnography embraces the researcher’s advocacy for the emancipation
of the mental health group without judging how or even whether that emancipation needs to
occur. Critical ethnographers/researchers typically are politically minded people who seek,
through their research, to speak out against inequality and domination (Carseckten, & Apple,
1992; as cited in Creswell, 2007).
Well before this study, the Palestinian head of mental health services has stated: “Without
such understanding [the understanding of medicalized NGO frameworks], the interventions of
mental health professionals may do more harm than good as such interventions fail to be
preventive, might pathologise the experience of Palestinians, medicalises their reactions and
inhibits their agency, while maintaining the status quo of their pathogenic context” (Jaber,
2018).

Here, critical ethnography engages mental health workers to confront their practices in
and with non-governmental organizations; organizations that have too often overlooked their
colonizing culture that can be identified throughout their psychological services to the
Palestinians. Without forcing a critical view from the participants, these professionals have
readily expressed their struggles working within these systems.
Participants and Procedures
In the qualitative narrative interviews, the mental health professionals were Palestinians
recruited from two or more NGOs within the occupied territories of the West Bank and Gaza,
where the participants resided. The majority of the interviews were mainly from two centers: The
Palestine Trauma Centre and Doctors Without Borders. There were six interviewees from
Palestine Trauma Centre and three interviews from Doctors Without Borders. The sampling and
specific participants were chosen for several reasons:
a) The participants were recruited from well-established nongovernmental
organizations in the mental health sector, organizations that provided psychological
services.
b) The interviewees responded with enthusiasm to the researcher’s outreach to conduct
the study and develop this research relationship and the promise of future
partnerships.
c) The settings included prominent NGOs that worked deeply within occupied
Palestine. The vision of the organizations was consistent with current psycho-social
approaches in that they specifically deal with the victims and “traumatized”
communities affected by the occupational practices. The participants working at the
NGOs were therefore what some might call “indigenous” Palestinians. And yet as

such, they were occupied, colonized people working for external multinational
NGOS. The values of such organizations often start with the assumption that their
“indigenous” workers come from situations of psychological hurt, vulnerability and
even “damage”. The workers are then seen to be peers to clients who are to carry on
the colonization through their organizations’ intervention, a sole focus on the
alleviation of suffering. Some of the activities these NGOs offered included
vocational training, arts and culture, youth leadership, health and wellness, and
community economic development. None of these approaches are bad in themselves,
but the question is whether the ends of these interventions were for the organizations
themselves, or higher powers, or for the individual Palestinian clients and Palestine
itself.
d) A fourth reason of choosing the Palestinian Trauma Center as one site was to
conduct a consultation project as a doctorate prerequisite course to finalizing the
Community Psychology PhD program. The work has given me the opportunity to
apply what I have learned theoretically (ex. liberation & empowerment theory),
which was feeding into my research interests and focus on learning and outlining
practical responses to decolonization and rising critical consciousness.
The main project goals were to:
● Better understand mental health workers' attitudes and their perceptions of their
psychological theory and practice that may reflect varying degrees of coloniality or
decoloniality.
● Generate and identify what they believed to be culturally appropriate methods, practices,
and processes toward healing

● Gain ideas about how their engagement with clients could be put within a broader sociopolitical and historical context, toward action related to social justice.
● Explore how this knowledge can contribute to the development of decolonial theoretical
frameworks and methodologies.
● In dialogue format, discover mutual themes of worker experiences and counter narratives
to psychic wounds.
● Obtain mental health worker input and analysis on ways to improve and transform the
services to become an engine to decoloniality.
The importance of this research lies in the adoption of positive constructive criticism in
order to raise awareness about psychological services in the framework of non-governmental
organizations funded under the colonial context and to avoid harming and abusing the
institutions and their employees.
Procedures
Participants received a consent form prior to the start of the interview. Those
participating in the interview were given the opportunity to elect for Zoom or Skype interviews.
All participants received a consent form by email and were asked to grant consent prior to the
start of the interview. To recruit more participants, interviewees were asked to recommend other
mental health workers, and eleven additional psychologists were recommended. The interview –
dates, times, and interview modalities (telephone or Zoom) – were scheduled in the nighttime
from 6pm to 10pm, and, due to the time difference and participants working in the daytime, on
the weekends. The researcher highly encouraged participants to arrange time and day based on
their availability and preferred interview modality. Interviews were conducted between March
13th through April 1st, 2019. Sixteen interviews were conducted using Zoom and Skype.

Interviews were recorded on Zoom and Skype using the function to record within these tools;
files were recorded as MPEG audio files. As the interviews were completed, they were
downloaded to a computer and saved on a private and protected hard drive.
While the interviews were taking place, notes, metaphors, idioms, and proverbs were
taken by hand to capture the tone, style of the interviews, and to use for follow-up questions
without interrupting the flow of the conversation. Intense memos were written after each
interview to protect the researcher’s initial reflections and memory. These notes are considered
important to the critical analysis in the first stage and were not typed into hard copy, using a
laptop in the transcription phase.
Twenty interview interactions occurred; the majority were first time interviews, and,
based on the request of some of the interviewees, follow-up interviews occurred. Of the
participants, eight participants were men, and eight were women. The remaining four follow-up
interviews, again requested by the participants, suggested the conversations resonated with them
and suggested their need to reflect further and continue the dialogue.
In terms of age, participants ranged from 30 to 48 years old. Current occupations ranged
between mental health specialist, family therapist, social worker, psychologist, counselor, and
supervisor. Most of the interviewees were married, and their monthly income varied from $400
to $1300. Five interviewees were refugees, have families of their own, and most of them have
one to two master’s degrees along with several professional diplomas, and one with double PhD
degrees. Three of the interviewees have experienced detention. One had her house demolished.
They all have worked with ex-detainees/tortured, bereaved families, wounded, affected
by military practices, victims of house demolition, social cases, and clinical consultation cases.
Most of the interviewees are currently working in NGOs, and three had worked in an

international NGO. Their years of experience working in the mental health field ranged from five
to 15 years. All the interviewees had capacity building and professional trainings in either one or
more of the following therapeutic specialities: cognitive behavioral therapy, psychoanalysis,
trauma therapy, art therapy, family therapy, psychodrama, EMDR, group therapy, and narrative
therapy. All of them, however, saw outreach as an integral part of the way in which they needed
to carry out their work and services.
Interview Protocol
Each interview initially started out focusing on the participants’ current needs as well as
the roles of the mental health-related NGOs. There was little attempt to hide the researcher’s
biases. The fact that this dialogue and the overall study was concerned with a mental health
sector bias around re-colonizing Palestinians and treating them in a way that may have dismissed
their anger, quelled their internal resistance and reinforced aspects of internalized oppression.
As has been expressed numerous times throughout this dissertation, colonization has
physically and psychologically impacted people throughout the world in negative ways. It is
currently one of the primary frames of reference to understand systems of conformity and
oppression in all areas of the world. Within the field of US psychology and in many ways for
psychologists and throughout the world, the situation of Palestinian people and settler
colonization is symbolic of colonialism everywhere. Therefore, it is important to examine the
way in which Western knowledge has been imported and carried through psychological tools in
Palestine. Again, NGOs are the natural place to examine this phenomenon.
NGOs play a crucial role in contributing to the problem where most experts in the field
are unaware of the political historical role of psychology. Therefore, consultation aims to raise
awareness of the importance and implementation of culturally sensitive and trauma-informed

interventions seeking to address mental health inequities, intersecting with social justice and
liberation. The benefits anticipated working with PTC-Gaza (Palestine Trauma Centre)-prevention, counseling, rehabilitation, and therapy--will contribute to the development and study
of empirically-based community psychology interventions that are designed to embody
decoloniality and indigenize psychological practice and pedagogy, which would be useful for
transforming social conditions of injustice towards wellness and social justice.
Coding process
In the interview process with the mental health workers, the researcher shared findings,
insights, ideas, and recommendations based on the literature review, in an honest and open
dialogue and was upfront about the critical approach of the study, attempting to explore their
own sense of the coloniality complex based on their clinical/field experiences.
Data coding and analysis refers to organizing text of the transcripts and discovering
patterns within that organizational structure. Data analysis steps were taken as follow:
●

Listened to all interviews one by one, and re-listened and wrote down first impressions
(INTENSE memo writing).

●

Labelling relevant words, phrases, sentences, or sections.

●

Labels were about action, activities, concepts, differences, opinions, processes,
emotions, REFLECTIONS, CRITIQUES or whatever researcher thought is relevant.

●

How did the researcher know something is good to code?
The researcher focused on the data that was surprising, or what the interviewee explicitly
stated was important, or with possible utility to praxis. Additionally, the researcher
decided how these codes/themes are connected to each other. Given the density of the
themes emerging, the researcher focused the entire write up section on multiple complex

themes and analytically unpacked them to study how they manifest in the problem and
setting by giving a general synopsis of major themes generated in the data.
●

What to expect?
No right way to coding, and thinking about answering research questions, was confusing
and very challenging because the process is not linear. The researcher was open to allow
the data to take an entirely new direction and pattern. Research questions were changing
after thinking and reflecting on the new field work knowledge. Trusting intuition was a
key to elevate logical thinking and tackle the analysis.
The researcher was mindful of which questions were important, making the coding

process quicker of getting into the text and retrieving supporting data. Deductive and inductive
techniques were applied; whilst deductive is aimed at testing a theory, and more commonly
associated with quantitative research, an inductive process is concerned with pulling out themes
to develop and clarify an idea to generate a new theory emerging from the data, referred in
research literature as grounded theory. Qualitative researchers are concerned mostly with
process, rather than outcomes, and primarily interested in meaning how people make sense of
their lives, experiences, and their structures of the world. The researcher is the instrument in data
gathering and analysis; data are mediated through the researcher to interpret, code, and reflect
on, rather than through, inventories, questionnaires, or machines. The process of qualitative
research is inductive in that the researcher builds abstractions, concepts, hypotheses, and theories
from details (Ochieng & Atieno, 2009).
Coding is a cyclical process. Memo-writing throughout the process was a helpful tool,
reminding the researcher of the ideas that struck her most, helping the researcher keep track of
what she was expected to know, and what the researcher never thought would emerge as a result

of the critical reflections. The memo reflections enabled the way the researcher thinks about
literature review.
Interview protocol: The structured interview protocol was developed emphasizing
Freirean methodology, holding the notion that in order for persons to experience liberation, there
is a need for the development of critical consciousness and thinking process in the person,
consistent with the research questions. Areas of inquiry will include: meaningful and critical
stories of providing psychosocial therapy, context and psychologist’s life under occupation,
specific examples of challenges in the work and stories of contesting unfamiliar practices to
people, and closing questions (e.g, is there something you would have asked based on your
understanding of the focus of the research?) (see appendix C).

Sample Questions asked to participants
How did you get involved in (org name) community? Could you describe what you think the
main goal of the org is? How is the mental health program structured?
a. The kind of activities/ deliverables carried by you?
b. How do you deliver these services/activities with people? Tell me more about
the format and approach?
c. The purpose/goal you have when working with affected population?
d. What are the terms/concepts you use when you express their
needs/problems/struggles?
e. Tell more about the process, can you walk me through the steps when someone
walks in your office, or you do outreach visits?
f. Is there a time when you felt successful at helping the client in reducing his\her
trauma\suffering? What is the element measured in reduction of trauma?
2 What are your views and attitudes about working in ongoing war and trauma? What was
most impactful about your work?
a. What is the message you carry as an employee/ and as a Palestinian working
with people?
b. Do you have a specific vision you try to instill in people’s minds in their
intergenerational trauma and resilience?
c. What are the principles/values/ school of thought framework/ theory you rely
heavily on when you are working with people?

d. What aspects of the training/program have you found most and least helpful in
working with your team and/or clients, or other people? Specific examples?
e. How do you define it in your own words?
f. Tools mostly used in your evaluating the impact of trauma on people.
Psychological measures? Do you diagnose or not? If not, who?
g. Do you agree with the diagnosis or not? If yes, Why? What does the concept
diagnosis mean to you in your own words?
h. What other training or education have you received related to providing mental
health services in conflict situation?
i. What tools or trainings are missing in your education, that if obtained might
help you with your work?
j. Do you think that the tools that exist these days are adequate for diagnosing
and helping the Palestinian communities?

Safety and monitoring of assessment: The protection of the participants is a primary
concern for the researcher and the researcher's institutional review board. Risks to participants’
safety are not anticipated. The interview protocol is listed in the Appendix. It is possible that a
mental health participant may feel uncomfortable discussing their own understanding related to
coloniality of the practice; therefore, the researchers use open ended questions that will allow the
participants to guide the discussion based on their own comfort level. Participants will also be
reminded that they may skip any question they do not feel comfortable answering, and they may
stop the interview or survey at any time.
Data management: Participation will be anonymous; any identifying information will be
kept separately from participant responses. Data will be stored in a locked private digital file and
only the researcher conducting this study will have access to the data (see appendix E).
Results and Discussion
This section shall attempt to cover all the segments and dimensions taken to study the
existing structures and procedures of NGOs in Palestine (Palestine Trauma Centre in Gaza for
example). The goal is to tie the narratives to Maldonado-Torres’ theoretical framework around

colonization and decolonization and the socio-political realities in current day Palestine. In the
process of grouping together related passages of relevant texts, different participants have
expressed common ideas that have naturally formed into coherent themes or categories. Each of
these themes are first listed below and will eventually be interpreted more deeply into the
broader context represented by Maldonado-Torres’ 10 theses.
● Mental Health Work Under Occupation – Understanding and defining the goals,
principles, and processes of the mental health intervention and work. Critically
defining the concept of mental health on the ground from a practical sense. What do
we mean by mental health under occupation?
● Sociopolitical Responsibility – Understand the mission and sociopolitical
responsibility of mental health workers.
● Activist Sustainability – Gathering up decolonial psychological practices and
courage to question coloniality: defining new ways to play a part in sustaining
activists and social movements. Dialectical relationship between mental health and
social movement.
● Challenges, Expectations, and Hopes – Highlighting challenges, level of
expectations, and places of hope.
● Coloniality with NGO Structures - Analyzing the social, economic and political
perspective of NGO structures and their role in shaping mental health workers'
attitudes, as a way to understand the coloniality of their agendas.
● Strategies toward Liberation – Understanding how critical and decolonial
community psychology could help in designing a more impactful plan of action and
strategy for liberation.

● Colonial Transactions of Worker-Client—Understanding mental health workers'
interactions with client targets/demographic categories and how approaches are more
aligned with colonization.
● Collusion and Corruption--Identifying where the lack of ethics and conflicts of
interest and the breaking of laws interfere with humanitarian work.
● Resilience and Solidarity--Understanding how social connections and bonds can
protect members against oppressive forces.
● Love, Accompaniment and Healing – Love, accompaniment as components to
healing and wellness.
The data collected were intense, diverse, and intertwined, making for a very challenging
analysis to capture the multi-level relationships over time. There was great repetition of ideas,
shedding light on the different and common experiences. Often the ideas expressed were too
broad, too analytical in depth, or too narrow and descriptive in nature to capture succinctly.
Therefore, analyzing and interpreting the topics was based on two fundamental factors: 1) the
NGO structure and agenda for mental health workers; 2) The Impact of their work in sustaining
the status quo and interacting with external and internalized oppression. The goal is to better
understand the foundations that potentially shape mental health worker practices and pedagogy
that embodies colonization and the hope for decolonization. There is also an interest in utilizing
theory, method, and tools to liberate the mental health workers, and therefore hopefully the
clients, to engage in raising critical consciousness for mental health workers that would help
them rise above some of their arguably excessive training in mainstream, traditional, and
Western psychology.

The following visual model attempts to articulate the primary themes over time, starting
from pre-existing conditions to ultimate goals of the project, and attempting to use the data to
link the processes of decolonization over time.
The overall model (see below) is entitled the Mental Health Work Under Occupation.
From the far left to the far right of the framework, the concepts move from the pre-existing
conditions within the macro-colonizing context. The far right represents the different levels of
organizational entities and types of individual workers, from the often-invisible occupying and
influencing forces that represent the colonial context. The NGOs, their high-level directors, and
the structure and mission can be seen as a buffer entity between the occupiers and the on-theground workers, which are also represented on the left under their directors. This last group were
the interviewees of the current study. While no clients were interviewed, they, in a sense were
very different from the occupiers, and yet they also represent invisible but vital stakeholders.
The concepts in the model then move to the right where the ultimate goals for the mental
health workers and clients are represented. The ultimate goal argued here is represented by the
dotted line moving back from the client and the activists, who, hopefully work toward a more
integrated Palestinian identity. Potentially diverse approaches to social change, can, in
transformative ways, occur in activist and decolonizing work as long as the effort attempts to
transform the situation of occupation. Yet, the focus of this study is really on the goal of
rethinking the type of work and engagement the mental health professionals and other trainers
do. The concepts on the far right, also long-term goals, involve the mental health workers
considering less traditional, mainstream and individual-based work, often focused on trauma and
resiliency. Some of the most promising paradigms would be more akin to the idea of Liberating
Mental Health Work, what some may call Justice Therapy, which incorporates concepts central

to Fanon’s work. The idea is that the training and the tools workers are using are a big part of the
problem. Through the interviews, and their own reflections, they have begun to think about their
own and the clients’ liberation. Other factors that over time move from the left to the right are
the existing conditions of colonization and collusion and corruption, where occupying funders
can be seen as intentional fragmentation, through rules and bureaucracy working to create
fragmentation in the Palestinian community and in individual Palestinian identities. This work,
meeting these arguably biased views of the researcher, must include processes of decolonization,
defragmentation and activism.
Following the model are the narrative evidence and exemplars that came from the 20
interviewees, quite a few of which were involved in, and indeed requested, follow-up interviews.

The following visual is the humanitarian global logic model of creating, managing crises,
and recognizing the extent of dehumanization created and reproduced by colonialism. The model
is an attempt to help us explore the implications of such colonial system, and the betrayal of
NGOs in masking of the knowledge that exonerates the “charitable acts” and “inferior/clients”in
their involvement in unthinking freedom.

The Politics of Training: Doctors Without Borders
These theoretical constructs, moving the analysis from the description of the subjective
experiences found in repeated themes to more abstract and theoretical levels by demonstrating
how they fit into larger theoretical frameworks and by applying community psychology theories
in creative and critical ways. Given that three of the interviewees were working with Doctors
without Borders (médecins sans frontières), it is important to understand the organizational
context, again represented on the left side of the visual model. Doctors without Borders is an
international humanitarian medical non-governmental organisation (NGO) of French origin
recognized for its missions in conflict zones and in nations suffering from endemic diseases. In
2015, over 30,000 personnel—mostly local doctors, nurses and other medical professionals,
logistical experts, water and sanitation engineers and administrators—provided medical aid in

over 70 countries. Private donors provide about 90% of the organisation's funding, while
corporate donations provide the rest, giving MSF an annual budget of approximately US $1.63
billion (Palestinian Territories, 2019).
Doctors without Borders was founded in 1971, in the aftermath of the Biafra secession in
Nigeria. The beginning small group was started by French doctors and journalists who sought to
expand accessibility to medical care across national boundaries, irrespective of race, religion,
creed or political affiliation. To that end, the organisation emphasises "independence and
impartiality", and explicitly precludes political, economic, or religious factors in its decision
making. Due to its private funding, MSF spoke freely about acts of war, corruption, and other
hindrances to medical care and human well-being.
There is little doubt that Doctors Without Borders does some impressive and important
work in the world. Nevertheless, the organization, in its various manifestations and distribution
materials, reiterate the organisational emphasis on: "independence and impartiality", and
"explicitly precludes political, economic, or religious factors in its decision making”. This
emphasis on objectivity, devoid of values, is often critiqued by critical community psychologists.
To pretend values are not involved when many individuals profit from corruption and collusion
is unrealistic. Some of the more subtle ways that this pseudo objectivity and apolitical attitude
plays out can be seen as arguably more dangerous than the explicit corruption. These biases,
under the name of apolitical objectivity, reflect how such organizations deviate from authentic
discourse and methods based on the clients they serveMany of the interviewees discussed how
their administrators in the NGO have forced them to be neutral.
For effective content analysis to truly investigate and interrogate colonizing discourse, it
is vital to unpack how the NGOs present their work. Discourse, as defined by Foucault (2019),

refers to: ways of constituting knowledge, together with the social practices, forms of
subjectivity and power relations which inhere in such knowledges and relations between them.
Discourse is more than ways of thinking and producing meaning (Foucault, 2019). The NGOs
mission, their communication to “beneficiaries” and funders is a linguistic method for
communication with others. The wording and concepts reflect the attitudes and orientations that
the NGO wants to deliver. Again, a central problem in the view of the participants was that the
training was an obligatory demand for professional development.
The three interviewees who worked for the Doctors Without Borders mental health
program (see Mental Health Program) have been engaged in offering services in Hebron,
Bethlehem, Jerusalem, and other cities, but their work mainly covers areas where continuous
clashes and interactions with military violence (ex: raids on their homes, arrest of family
members) are ongoing. They have done the majority of their work in areas where the lives of
children, women, and youth are impacted both physically and psychologically. Their work often
consisted of providing mental health awareness sessions, covering psycho-education sessions on
“stress management”, mental health stigma, and individual consultations for those in need.
These three were very dissatisfied with the NGO work they were doing. Their contract ended
abruptly when they opposed the idea of receiving trainings from Israeli professionals. The
example below not only reflects some of the colonial tensions, but also the participant’s belief
that NGOs and related stakeholders act like they are apolitical when they are perceived to be
highly political. As TZ stated:
“Let me tell you why I resigned from doctors without borders\MSFFirst of all we live in
Jerusalem, meaning we receive educational, medical treatments by Jews, and we have no
problem with that. But they started to engage in politics, despite their claims and assurance

that they don’t. All the sudden, a series of trainings and family therapy workshops were
brought up as a demand to take from an Israeli. In the MSF the target category was the ex
detainee, after they finish their detention sentences, and during their sentences we work
with their families, their children, and close friends. So, it’s a very sensitive issue, and I
can’t fathom an Israeli comes and teaches us how to intervene\facilitate a family therapy”.
The participant recognizes that colonial tensions exist, and NGOs attempt to force types
of training that are seen to be both political and lacking in cultural competence and relevance.
This implies their lived experiences of mental health workers are viewed as insignificant and
completely missed. Having Israeli professionals do the training, they may be able to do some
work “better” than the Palestinians and there is no objection to such service. But in this context,
it only reflects the relationship between the knower “colonizer” and the object “colonized”, and
how it is regulated by the rules established by those in the center and their model and training
becomes the standard.
And he continues to explain his opposition, and his very critical community psychology
approach of embracing one’s own values:
“Why?! Because I am not a neutral person! I have my own personality, and keep my own
knowledge of my people, and they know me, I can not have an Israeli teach me about
family therapy on how to work with a martyr's mother. So, we asked why trainings by an
Israeli? The answer, was because we are neutral and can bring in any professionals,
Israeli or Palestinian professionals… we didn’t want to engage in these policies, it was
just too much…”.
Martyrdom is a sensitive topic to Palestinians, and the conception of martyrdom is a
product of decades of struggle, which must be understood as shaping the world around

Palestinian mothers not only theoretically but also practically. The training imposed on the
mental workers is an attempt to disconnect similar lived experiences, similar insights that
provide a window with which we share views without speaking where a sound, seemingly
inaudible to the unprepared ears, speaks volumes to a knowing listener, where the expressions on
one’s face tell the whole story, or a simple nod says “I know where you’re coming from”
(Woodson, 2000; as cited in Denzin, Lincoln, & Smith, 2008). Woodson also talks about this
violent structure, that the people of color and colonized will never be able to show their
originality as long as their efforts are directed from without by those who socially prescribe the
right way to be to them. The Palestinian native mental health worker will never be able to
progress as long as the tools used for such progress serve more to condemn him than to uplift
him.
While there might be value to being neutral, the political tension is great, and there is a
clear perceived insult that Israeli professionals have a superior ability to work with a martyr’s
mother. Only three of the psychologists were opposed to the training, and the other seventeen
were neutral. When the interviewer asked why the majority of the mental health workers did not
support the campaign, the interpretation was that:
“They [the non-activist professionals] could not afford to take a political stand, meaning
the monthly salaries for psychologists in Hebron was around $3000 US dollars. Their
pre consent was already bought. ‘Those of us who lead the community organizing were
[seen as] terrorists, we have seen some of the email chains describing us as such”
Issues of power between the NGOs and those desperate to keep their families fed abound. There
is an asymmetry in the ability to have control over one’s work and life. Maldanado-Torres’ first

theory of colonization is that the subject is about anxiety and fear. It is clear that much of the
anxiety and fear stems from a sense of powerlessness and injustice:
“We can’t sue or go against these international organization, because Israel will take
action I believe, but we were able to get the media attention and BDS movement to
interfere to shed light on these misconducts”
One conceptual model within community psychology helps to shed light on the insistent
presence of colonization in NGO mental health work within Palestine. Arnstein’s Ladder of
Citizen Participation shows the degrees or rungs where a lack of citizen power is represented at
the bottom of the ladder. Traditional approaches of therapy are only a rung higher than pure
manipulation. Most NGO work, as evidenced in the narratives, falls somewhere in different
degrees of tokenism. The mental health workers are striving for their clients to be at the highest
rungs of the ladder but finding it enormously difficult to get there.

Taking away local therapists’ power
We notice, from the previous quotations, that when Palestinian therapists refuse training
from Israelis, the Palestinians argue explicitly that they are not engaging in racist retaliatory
practices. While biases may exist, they have a strong basis in reality. Here is why: Most
Palestinians are not hungry for violence, and their refusal to receive trainings is an act of
resistance against violence perpetuated in therapy which, either intentionally or unintentionally,
is designed to take away power. Israeli professionals often ignore the colonizing and occupationoriented intentions behind the trainings, pretending the work is being done outside of its settler
frame. Israeli mental health professionals are seen by their Palestinian counterparts as guilty.
From the other side, they are not innocent Israelis who are trying to live their lives peacefully.
The participants see the Israeli professional’s willingness and eagerness as coming from a place
that, on the surface, may suggests innocence but truly, below the surface, exerts settler control
over the Palestinian professional. Without the proper critical context, one might misperceive the
participants’ responses as suggesting that Palestinian mental health workers are violent because
they are voicing how the NGOs disguises settler colonialism, utilizing subtle and varied
methods, and operates from economic, cultural, and psychological spheres to take away
Palestinians’ power.
The Palestinians depict their stance as a non-racist act of resistance. They are not
suggesting Israeli professionals are bad because they are Jewish. Instead, the process of
naturalizing perpetrators “of the other” is violent when given as psychosocial formula to
Palestinians without acknowledging the historical realities of their existence: displacement,
occupation, incredible military violence, systemic violent racism, land theft, economic apartheid,
massive restriction of movement, deprivation of opportunities for work and education, collective

punishment, mass political incarcerations, and national laws that rig the system in favor of one
group at the expense of another), and a deeply corrupt leadership (PA)
Structures of power in the mental health industry often perpetuate psychological and
cultural colonization by forcing therapists to look at what practices are being applied on the other
side as if they are equalWhen the power differentials are as great as they are in Israel/Palestine,
there simply are not two sides. Therefore, those who are neutral on the trainings are accused of
not supporting BDS on the ground.
The politics of training seems like a rehabilitation of mental health workers’ struggles,
lived experiences, and field work against Zionist colonialism, in the process of professional
training. “Taming” is for emptying and withdrawing resilience and resistance from their cultural
psychological practices to shape a certain professional subjectivity.
Focusing on the exploration of the culture of trainings, politics, and psychologies begins
with understanding conceptions of the “world,’’ “you” as Palestinian therapist, and “I” as Israeli
professional, where we are all embodied in the realities where everything is in some ways
connected either mechanically or organically. Opening the space for possibilities, for being
aware of other ways of seeing and being (Schostak & Schostak, 2008), is a natural exchange of
equation in normal settings, but in the case of Palestine and NGOs, it becomes a formula of
menticide. Menticide as defined by Bobby Wright refers to: the psychological attack against the
mind of the African in hopes of eradicating his indigenous mind state and replacing it with a
Eurocentric mind state (Wright, 1968). This exploration of the colonizer-colonized relationship
is critical to see ourselves as hosts of this continual process of dehumanization in a system that
forces subjects to either become reluctant to what needs to be recognized or oblivious of the
existence of that which demands recognition. Considering what Freire raises, an important

dialectical relationship we are in is where the oppressed are often understandably reluctant and
oblivious to the horrific implications of Euro-modern universalization and the human “objects”
that inhabit it.
Wright (1968) explained that mentacide is a genocidal strategy on the colonized people,
which turns a people against themselves in service to those who are working to destroy them.
Because they have been thoroughly convinced that their destroyer’s love and appreciation of
their help is critical to their humanity and development, in this reality as well as their salvation
in the next, they seek to make “alliances” with their destroyers in order to be close enough to
prove themselves worthy of this elusive love and help and, therefore, it creates a confusion in
their psychology, and the psychology of those they serve.
Providing psychological support to affected communities means the therapist defines the
moment, setting, and roles of individuals and groups, by creating a relatively safe space to speak
up, share experiences, and expose feelings to mutually transform and humanize. Working in an
active settler unsecure colonial setting for psychologists is all about having the ability to enter
other levels, listen, and acknowledge that others are in different stages of life, and we step into a
place where we make up the guidelines as we go (Stanovich, 2004). The trainings are a great
tool to disrupt the local psychologists to make their guidelines based on their personal and
professional experiences.
Mainstream trainings and approaches if applied non- “critically” contribute to the
representation of ideas and methods by the dominant segments (example: US, Israel) to preserve
their position of power by portraying a distorted image of psychological conditions and
interventions, in a mixture of truths and facts. Therefore, psychology works around the status
quo rather than attempting to challenge it (Prilleltensky, 1994).

In this sense, psychology trainings become a tool of an ideology of different systems,
thoughts, and values designed to generate projects to alleviate the suffering of oppressed people,
serve the refugee camps, marginalized communities, and respond to the manufacturing of
humanitarian crises and need for psychosocial support and services. Where NGO programs
provide all types of services and interventions (educational, medical, rehabilitation, and
development of basic infrastructures), psychology (domestically) joins the minority of suboppressors professionally at the service of the status quo (Prilleltensky, 1994).
The politics of trainings is an illustration of both theoretical and applied instances in this
section related to critical thinking on the coloniality of psychology itself; i.e. understanding the
role of local psychologists as part of and in opposition to coloniality, taming vs. humanization,
etc. This is a calling and opportunity of reclaiming and reframing psychology as a field.
Map of Palestine over the Years
The following images are a series of maps that show graphically what Palestine has lost
over the decades since the creation of an Israeli state. The first map on the left, of Palestine
before the UN partitioned the country into Arab Palestine and the Jewish state, shows the entire
territory in green virtually all areas where Palestinians lived and owned the land before the
“war.” Moving right, the next map shows the territorial division in the UN plan of 1947, giving
the Jewish state 55% of the land and leaving a small area around Jerusalem to be
internationalized, not under either people. In map three, by the end of the “war” in 1949, Israel
controlled 78% of Palestine, including western section of Jerusalem, which resulted in having
both Jordan and Egypt take control of the remaining 22% of Gaza and the West Bank. Map four
describes the territorial situation and shows more than 50 years of military occupation,
confiscation of land, building a wall inside the West Bank to push Palestinians farther east,

establishment of illegal settlements reserved for Jews only, and roads on which only Israeli
licensed cars may drive, all restrictions on Palestinians’ freedom of movement. The remaining
Palestinians are about 5 million living in both West Bank and Gaza, living under ongoing
occupation, with no political rights, no access to civilian courts, and all their movement restricted
under the supervision and management of Palestinian Authority with no political power. (Berndt,
2017).

To Treat or To Bear Witness
Doctors without Borders set up their first project in Palestine in 1988 (during the 1st
Intifada). Intifada is defined as the Palestinian uprising against Israeli occupation of the West
Bank and Gaza Strip, beginning in 1987. In 1994, they developed their first program in mental
health in Jenin refugee camp, following the Washington peace agreement that had put an end to

the six-year Intifada. The agreement was a part of the Oslo accords, which are a set of
agreements between the government of Israel and the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO).
The Oslo 1 accord was signed in D.C in 1993. The Oslo accord was an attempt to set up a
framework that would lead to the resolution of the Israeli-Palestine cause by providing for the
creation of a Palestinian interim self government, establishing the Palestinian National Authority
(PNA), over which they would have responsibility for the administration of the territory under
control, and demanding Israel Defense Forces (IDF) to withdraw from Gaza and the West Bank.

In the process of peacemaking with the Israelis, during the Bush and Clinton
administrations, and commitment to build a civil society (by the NGOs’ investment of a
multibillion dollar industry), Doctors without Borders began to extend its activities in other cities
in the “West Bank,” partnering with other Palestinian NGOs, building on some of the

intervention around trauma knowledge which has already been gained, and establishing
institutional links with local groups.
Given the historical context on the ground, the program set by Doctors without Borders
was designed to work in partnership with the local teams to develop a psychological care unit to
serve the people who were affected by the six-year conflict. One of the areas of focus was to
work with ex-detainees coming out from Israeli prisons, with mothers of martyrs, as well as
mothers whose children are constantly suffering from military violence (Fassin & Rechtman,
2009). Why they focused on ex-detainees and mothers, as a target group, will be analyzed later
in the sectionKeep in mind, the “peace making” efforts were happening behind the scenes since
1991 in Oslo, Norway, hosted by the Fafo Institute, and then publicly from 1993-1995.
But the 2000 Intifada forced a complete reorientation of the activities and approaches of
both organizations, forcing them to return to traditional modes of action in response to the
conflict and rise of wounded and dead Palestinians. The French director of Doctors Without
Borders in the Middle East program came with a conclusion that it cannot bring any added value,
where there is a well-developed health care system. Therefore, the aid mission focused
exclusively around issues of “psycho trauma.” What does that mean when humanitarian
psychiatry arrives at the scene just a few hours after a demolition of a house, or a death of a
child, shooting, or night raids? As Fassin and Rechtman (2009) argue, there has not been time for
PTSD to arise or to be processed.
When mental health workers are assigned to venture to the front lines to work with
affected groups, given the conditions on the ground in the most troubled areas where there is no
proper space or time to implement normal and reasonable treatments, it is easy to shift from
treatment to bearing witness. As the interviewee puts it:

“They claim their funding relies on network of supporters and donors, but they are
intelligence and security agency, and their mental health work is like the gum packs at
the drugstore, they sent me to Turkey near the Syrian borders, it was like a formal
informer work! And their station was near the Nosra Front headquarters”
For context, Jabhat al-Nusra, known as Jabhat Fatah al-Sham after July 2016, and also
described as al-Qaeda in Syria or al-Qaeda in the Levant, was a Salafist jihadist organization
fighting against Syrian government forces in the Syrian Civil War. Its aim was to establish an
Islamic state in the country.
The interviewees talked about a weekly security meeting as an illustration of why the
organization was an intelligence agency:
“Tell me what they mean by security meeting every Sunday? It’s a requirement for all
the workers (mental health workers) to attend, we come in, and they ask is us generally
about current events and latest news, activities that are happening in the communities we
serve or places we live, neighborhoods we cross our roads we take. This action is
documented, we don’t know where and to whom it goes. They don’t care about the news,
they care about people’s reaction, analysis to the news. Let me give you an example of
how these meetings about:
Supervisor starts: Today was a military checkpoint? What’s that about?
Worker: Nothing, they were just standing there as usual.
Supervisor: Did they arrest anyone from the community?
Worker: Yes.
Supervisor: How did the people react? Where they compassionate it or not? (TZ: do you
see my point, you are presenting the news and analyzing in the meeting).

This is not unconventional for NGOs, although in their past experiences and interventions
in war zone, they used to let doctors and surgeons intervene after the emergency war was over,
by making sure the zone is semi safe for mental health crews to go in and treat psychological
suffering. But the MSF policies have changed over the years, under the assumption that early
intervention is critical to manage the severity of clinical symptoms arising and before PTSD has
become established. But in contrast to Armenia, it seems that the need for clinical intervention is
the initial justification for humanitarian action.
“MSF has been running mental health programs offering free and confidential support in
Nablus, Qalqilya, Hebron, Bethlehem, and Ramallah municipalities, where the ongoing
occupation and internal violence continue to have a serious impact on the physical and
psychological health of the people. They are exposed to both direct and indirect trauma,
including violence, raids on their homes, and arrests of family members…Teams also
continued to provide mental health awareness sessions in villages…They extended the
activity to five of the most affected areas in Hebron, where long-term mental health
interventions are conducted, involving existing groups from the community”
Note that MSF seeks to alleviate the psychological and physical symptoms of those
affected by the political violence, under the assumption that untreated psychological symptoms
will result in retaliatory behaviors (resistance) among the victims of the targeted groups. Such
psychological resistance is a natural response to oppression and is seen as a potential retaliatory
behavior, framed by the NGOs working in mental health; therefore, treatment and rehabilitation
programs are needed to defuse or miscarry potential action. Thus, we analyze that potential
action is reframed, replaced through psychological intervention with affected people, and “to
treat” becomes “to tame” and to bear witness. To treat implies that one is traumatized by his or

her suffering, but because this often reflects a distorted mental image of those affected as lacking
psychological immunity, this concept is in desperate need of restructuring and reframing.
“Traumatized” People as Potential Rebels
The participants echoed that most of the services given by the mental health programs
and facilitated by psychologists are targeted at children, women, male teenagers, and adults.
Why ex-detainee Palestinian Males (children, teens, adults) to treat first? According to Amos
Wilson (1993), males traditionally undertake leaderships of resistance, and significantly, males
are essential to a community’s intra-dependence, structure, social coherence, continuity,
viability, adaptability, self-defense, and liberation from oppression. Traditionally the men of an
exploited community are seen by temperament and cultural endowment as those most likely to
take up to engage in resistance, psychosocially or materially, against its oppressors. “Mass
incarceration of fathers and sons” is a classic case where sons often meet their fathers in prison
facilities and cells. Mental health programs target men as a priority to work with, especially exdetainees, and through their traditional interventions, they bring to the surface components of the
ex-detained for relatively more intense repression, containment, punishment, humiliation, and
emasculation (Wilson, 1993). Above all, miscarrying or assassination of natural human
resistance to oppression occurs using various forms of neutralization through therapy and “stress
management” techniques to destruct their authority and credibility. Emasculation also applies to
male psychologists providing such services, in which they become unwilling vehicles of
genocide and suicide of their community.
After the second Palestinian Intifada in 2000, the funded projects focused on the category
of child prisoners. Every year, between 500-700 Palestinian minors are arrested, interrogated,
and detained by Israeli soldiers. According to B’tslelem at the end of February 2018, 358

Palestinian children were held as security detainees or prisoners in Israeli prisons ("MIFTAH Palestinian Child Prisoners,” 2019).
Focusing on the child prisoners category requires our attention. Why do funded projects
target children? In my opinion, the answer is because they take into consideration that children
are at an age where their absorption of the painful prison experience is higher and gives them a
higher rate of succession to internalize terror. Developmental Psychology aims to explain growth
and change, and consistently looks at how thinking, feeling, and behavior change throughout a
person’s life. That given, child prisoners are at the stage of formation and development of
physical, cognitive, and social, during childhood, as this is the period in an individual’s lifespan
when the most change occurs. Children are most likely to suffer from the experiences of
psychological torture in Israeli prisons, and therefore, their psychological structure is fragile due
to the unnatural changes they have to observe in relation to normative processes. Therefore, they
need to be treated after being subjected to prison, since they are often not ideologically cultivated
and politically organized, which could lead some of them to think or to reach the conclusion that
prison prevented them from completing their education; thus, they many not return to militant
activity.
Psychological Disarmament
The psychopolitical need of Israeli settlers to dominate requires that it neutralizes by any
means, which confirms how the NGO mental health structures and policies are conforming with
the “defeated” mentality in which they ordinarily would fight. Untreated “trauma” becomes a
potential and an actual problem which may threaten its hegemony. Creation of “mental health
services” becomes an industry for settlers and sub-oppressors; thus, alleged colonized and yet
actional resistant “traumatized” people play an important economic role in society. For this

reason, it is understood that social subjects of change are unlikely and unwillingly aware of how
they need to commit themselves to transforming those social conditions. The collusion of mental
health agendas benefits the psychopolitical practices by:
● Justification of segregation through continuous oppression and denial of
human and civil rights.
● Justification of power of status quo, by using “trauma” to rationalize severe
colonial control.
● Defusing of potentiality on the ground through undermining cultural and local
ways of healing and independence.

In the Doctors without Borders definition, they focused on Hebron: “They extended the
activity to five of the most affected areas in Hebron, where long-term mental health interventions
are conducted, involving existing groups from the community.” What makes Hebron a fertile
land for MSF intervention?

Before the beginning of 1997, Israel controlled all the Hebron area (Hebron Apartheid,
2019). On January 17th, the Hebron Protocol was signed, concerning partial redeployment of
Israeli military forces from the city. Under this agreement, Hebron was divided into two areas:
H1 and H2. Control of H1 shifted to the Palestinian Authority, and H2 remained under Israeli
military control. The H2 area is inhabited by approximately 35,000 Palestinians and 500 settlers
living in four downtown settlements inside the Old City. The Palestinian population in H2 is
declining due to the impact of Israeli measures, including extended curfews, restrictions on
pedestrian movement and the prohibition of vehicle movement, and closure of shops and other
commercial buildings; all the above apply only to Palestinian residents. All Palestinians in area
H2 are under the military law while Israeli settlers are under Israel’s civil law (source).

NR psychologist from Hebron, describes the situation on the ground:
In our work, there is an adaptation state of the mental health concept, in accordance with
the NGO strategy that you represent its mission and work, “Here”, you don’t apply what
you possibly believe in its effectiveness, since you are a local and expert on what could
and could not help, in the context of ongoing trauma., which creates a sort of
professional schizophrenia, because you are the son and daughter of Palestine. In
Hebron, H2 area, trauma surpasses what we call ongoing trauma, it’s a vital element of
every second, because affected communities are interacting with settlers, and their lives
are at stake 24 hrs of death threats.
Post-Oslo interventions in Palestine, in which it reflects a political foundational stage of
nature, and of the outcomes of the Oslo agreement, is to create a suitable environment to develop
“civil sociality” for establishing the post-occupation phase (as if the occupation is needed).

Therefore, these development interventions have been linked to specific political terms known
and visible to the Palestinian people. Whereas the funding from external donors, whether to
support resiliency or buy political localities and allegiances, is linked to the globalized discourse
on mental health, through which new concepts are introduced to the Palestinian people living
under occupation (psychologically and culturally) to establish post-occupation mindsets
following the Oslo accords (Kuttab, 2010).
The way participants are able to critically reflect on their professional practices in
devastating realities is a great example of the success of implementing radical research by
focusing on essential assumptions, foundations, or values of some view, way of life, or way of
thinking aimed to raise critical awareness of the participants of their conditions, rather than
blaming individuals and organizations in order to consider new potential realities away from
cause and effectThe dialogues stimulated an ethical and political concern amongst participants
(interview text) through the empowering facilitation of the researcher to interpret what they are
sharing in ways that not only deconstruct but transform the ways they look at themselves and
reality.
The participants discussed a variety of experiences addressing the coloniality of their
practice and were able to provide examples from the ground; yet, they also were able to come up
with new constructs of re-thinking the concept of mental health and professional schizophrenia.
These psychoanalytical results were retrieved and found in the questioning undertaken by
participants face to face with these issues in their everyday lives. According to Kuhn (1970),
change (liberating knowledge) cannot be found in the textbooks of normal research; rather, it is
in constructing the cooperation necessary to engage with those who will lead change and keep up
with the production of difference

Social Capital, Construct Privilege for Semi-Intellectuals and Professionals

Participants in numerous places talked about social capital and symbolic capital produced
and reproduced in the NGO structure, while unpacking and defining challenges in the field, in
which they perform as buffers to critique their practices and to bring potential change.
Those of us who work in international organizations, have a Luxurious life style, and
have a good social status, his life is in order, he knows his work days, holiday days, goes
on vacations, high salaries, and there is a privilege, and boost of personal and
professional ego that you work in a international org… when a local psychologist walks
in these orgs, he feels inferior, to an outsiders who know nothing about the context, and
after 3 to 6 months they become his or her boss (supervisor)…this creates the inferiority
complex or mindset.
Pierre Bourdieu defines capital, which in objectified or embodied forms takes time to
accumulate and formulate, as a potential capacity to produce profit, and reproduce itself in
identical or alternative forms, and contains a tendency to persist in its being. It is a force
inscribed in the objectivity of things so everything becomes unequal as possible or impossible.

Depending on the field in which it functions, and the cost of transformations, capital presents
itself in three fundamental guises: economic, cultural, and social capital.
Social capital is the total of actual or potential resources linked to possession of a durable
network of more or less institutionalized relationships and recognition, or in other words, a
membership to a group, which will provide in this case: mental health workers' “credential” that
entitles them to credit or to profit. And these relationships only exist in a practical state, or
symbolic exchanges, which help to maintain them. They may be socially instituted or guaranteed
by the name. NR puts it elegantly:
Most of us deliver a service we don’t believe in its effectiveness, we want to keep the job,
and the gaining’s (profits) that comes with it, which all cumulate to symbolic social
capital, weather it's your status, of just the prestige that comes when working in an
international org… even the chauffeur profits …so you have to consider all these factors
in these org.
The creation of social capital through NGOs, as they possess economic capital, enables
members to mobilize (cultural and symbolic capital). This means capital never comes completely
independently since it exchanges mutual re-acknowledgment of a minimum of objective
homogeneity because it exerts a multiplier effect on the capital he possesses. The profits that
come along are the basis for solidarity. The product affirms the need for such structures to exist
to ensure the series of exchanges in which recognition is affirmed and reaffirmed.
Applying Bourdieu’s ideas on forms of capital carried by NGOs to a Palestinian context
under active settler colonization, it would shift the role and awareness of its members unwilling
to normalize domination. The Oslo accords produced a complex coloniality and dual dependency
in which formed a “post Oslo era,” with all the money given to the Palestinian authority to create

and develop a “civil society” through international community or donors, filtered by NGOs.
Many studies considered that money was given to Palestinians to secure Israel, or confiscating
money for occupation, making it the world's lowest occupation costs. What matters to us here are
the mechanisms of donating and their methodological practicalities in institutionalizing and
transforming the Palestinian community toward normalizing domination and change (Sbeih,
2011).

Non-profit Organizations and Fiscal Responsibility
Those fiscal responsibilities are directed to continued employment of elites, supplying a
well-prepared labor force and increasing endowments. What is the impact on hiring elites (most
participants interviewed are holders of two master’s degrees) in these positions, and how would
they channel their political and national commitments in these settings? Given the social, cultural,
and symbolic capital gained by its members through these NGOS, lead to conversions which is
needed to produce power, but would that power be effective in the field in question?
Kivel (2009) discuss the role of NGOs in navigating neoliberalism to get the root of
social services (including mental health services) and their promotion for change by examining
the economic structure, and how the ruling class maintains power and money to influence, and
often determines the decisions that affect our lives, including the jobs they create and members
they put in powerful positions as representatives of the ruling class.
In the “social services” environment where injustice is systemic in the making, as in the
case of Palestine, the NGOs have created a professional/managerial class, working for their
people, but re-producing and re-representing the neoliberal relations. Members of this class do
not have power or financial rewards, but their work provides the research, managerial skills, and

expertise which the ruling class needs to maintain and justify power. The role of NGOs is to keep
attention away from those in power and manage, control communities’ efforts to survive at the
bottom, and keep an eye on those who resist the inequality and exploitation of the struggle to
prevent people from organizing for power (Kivel, 2009). To avoid directly managing people on
the ground resisting, to maintain separation, segregation, and to prevent themselves from
becoming the objects of people’s anger, they used the legal and professional systems (created
after the Oslo accords to develop “civil society”) to create a network of occupations to deal
directly with the uprising communities against military occupation (socializing occupation),
which serves their purpose of establishing buffer zones. Mental health services address the
psychological needs of individuals and communities reeling from the personal and devastating
impact of the institutional NGO systems of exploitation and colonial violence.
In my interviews both in the West Bank and Gaza, more and more of what mental health
workers are saying to me is mental health services work does not challenge the root causes of the
problems:
We spent thousands of dollars of grant money on programs to prevent early marriages of
teens living in poor communities, and to raise awareness in rural areas to engage in
social network and have more access to education, justice and health services to weaken
risks of teen marriages, one to two rape cases has relapsed a decade worth or work. We
could continue doing this for another decade, without addressing the structural, and
political causes, to decrease these practices and change the culture behind it, these
preventions will not be impactful on the long term.
Buffer zones, as defined by Kivel, are the spaces that carry out the agenda of the ruling
class without requiring the presence or visibility by hiring elites and professionals to give them a

little more economic security and just enough power to make decisions about other people’s
lives. The buffer zone has three primary functions.
One, taking care of people at the bottom, by including social welfare workers, teachers,
counselors, advocates for various groups, etc. to either manage or sort out social categories based
on gender, age, cause. Taking care of those in need is valuable and honorable work, and most
people do it with generosity and good intentions. Two, keeping hope alive, by distributing
opportunities for a few people to become better financially. Three, maintain the system, by
controlling those who want to make changes, because outside of these structures, they keep
fighting for change, and those at the top need social mechanisms that keep people in their place
in the family, school, or neighborhood. Their role becomes providing discipline to keep people in
their place in the hierarchy
Co-opt social change
Dialectical nihilistic despair about the role of intellectuals in leading us toward more just
equitable societies, and they must move beyond their spaces or use their spaces differently to
patriciate in real change and who speak and work with audience (target communities) who are
willing to search for a revolutionary habitus (source)Habitus defined by Bourdieu (1990) refers
to: the physical embodiment of cultural capital, to the deeply ingrained habits, skills, and
dispositions that we possess due to our life experiences. The call for a revolutionary habitus (or
rising subjectivity) recognized that the “field” in which academics and elites currently function
constrains the social and intellectual agency that might move us toward social justice and human
liberation (source)Where does that leave highly trained mental health workers in the process.
The analysis on NGOs and aid dynamics illustrates how development became a power
network, producing both the managerial standards and the mechanisms needed to apply them

among recipients. This resulted in the adherence of local actors to believe there is a new way of
perceiving social reality, and as an outcome, a new social hierarchy was created in the “Palestine
of Donors” with international donors at the top of the ladder (Sbeih, n.d). Mental health sectors
of the NGOs in Occupied Palestine make it perfectly suitable to expand a market economy
dependent upon development and political aid. In this research, it addresses the
instrumentalization of mental health workers to establish a social contract with occupation.
Counter Inferiority Dilemma and False Generosity
Strategies used by the NGO to maintain order and to keep funding mental health
programs has created tactics and skills by the workers to survive, as responsiveness measures,
producing an illusion of progress by making them beholden to the NGO bureaucracies that
employ them rather than communities they are trying to serveAn example of how this process of
countering inferiority and false generosity works can be seen by the participant’s response
below:
“The person who tries to break away from the inferiority chain he is tangled in, when an
outsider becomes his manger, he plays the game well, to maintain his position and
privilege, he engages in the process of falsification”, What does that mean on the
ground? In the field work, we have PFA (psychological first aid), we go to the houses and
ask people about their well being, stories and testimonies rise up immediately. A worker
goes back to the org, and logs in that he did PFA for at least 10 individuals. Hi, might
have talked to few, but he logs in 10 sessions for 10 people received PFA”.
Kivel (2009) talked about the buffer zones and how they can honor the achievements of
those who make it out and make it through “mentally healthy” in order to validate that the
system of services implemented does work for victims who play their cards right, and pat

themselves on the back for the good work that is being done despite the odds. Another example
of falsification, success or “progress” assessment measures to rationalize the NGOs' hard work is
mentioned:
“We used to see very difficulty cases; how can you assess a trauma after five or six
sessions? Is it a magical prescription? On a child scale, we see kids with recurring
nightmares, bedwetting, anxieties. after you end therapy, does life becomes brighter? He
does not wet his bed anymore. He goes to school and pays more attention? All this is a
lie. All what you see in the org is numbers and statistics of how many people they see,
and amount of services given and needed. These numbers are used for grant writing,
workshops, activities, and act of performances to show people a couple of cases of
success”.
The number of sessions and their type, whether they are individual or collective, are
determined within the annual plan that comes with the funded project. The funded project
determines the nature of the activities provided by the staff of specialists/mental health workers.
The target group are pre-determined, based on the objectives and rationale of the preventions.
“If you want to measure based on symptoms, you will get your successful assessment,
after you manage to reduce one or two symptoms. Tut my intervention is not based on
shaping personality and identity, to construct a strong psychological sense of self. I
intervene to fix bedwetting, nightmares. Therefore, I say it’s a lie and an illusion, because
I don’t go deep in the kid’s relationship to his surroundings, and family”
No Place to Play, no Place to Heal
The NGO in the mental health sector and their “trauma” politics in support of
psychological first aid has led to the co-optation of substantial numbers of well-intentioned

mental health workers. The critical dialogue of the interview has allowed the participants to
reflect on their interventions, and they were able to frame their “help” in practice, help
perpetuating their inability to change the circumstances which force the people to need their
assistance to survive the psychological conditions of occupation in the first place.
Healing does not come from how well we adapt and cope with violent reality, and it's not
to stop fearing. Healing is to develop our practices to be resilient despite all these
opposite odds and forces. But our factors of healing don’t exist”. “how could you sustain
resiliency in such context? When a child passes four to five checkpoints on his way to
school, and if he wants to buy a candy bar from the store next door under surveillance
and watched from towers. If there is No place to play, there is no place to heal…
elements of healing are not existing, so standards of successful treatment of trauma are
false.
Ultimately, their efforts in the times of settler war end up benefiting the settlers, rather than
helping others, to develop ways to work together to create community power“Most of the mental
health workers including myself, no longer believe in the effectiveness of the services we
provide.”
Two sides of the same coin: Bodies in chains, Reconciling and Managing Lives
Designing radical research methodology is about constructing the cooperation necessary
to engage with change to keep up with the participants' differences; thus, to be creative about
deconstructing their knowledge and develop ever-inclusive groups by the conceptual tools we
employ in the process (source). The dialogue was able to explore the psychological mechanism
that links individual action to political purpose, known as obedience, the cement that binds men
and women to systems of authority. A person under authority of NGOs, as an example, performs

actions that tend to violate standards of consciences and un-consciences, willingly and
unwillingly, and it would not be true to assume he or she loses a moral sense. Instead, they
acquire a radically different focus (Milgram, 1969). The following example is an illustration of
how participants engaged in liberatory dialogue do not respond with moral sentiment to the
actions they perform. Rather, this moral and ethical concern shifts to consideration of how one is
living and performing under the expectation that the authority has of the individual:
This makes me wonder about the agendas and structures of these organizations, weather
they are local or international like Norwegian Refugee Council, or Doctors Without
Borders, and others. They come in hiding their political involvement, but how they use us
(locals) to apply their political ideology and structure on our patients we see and work
with. But the problem is, that not everybody is aware of their approaches and
interventions. These are not just orgs that hire and employee thousands of people, and
reduce unemployment in the society, no. neither they provide services because we are
underserved, oppressed, and marginalized, they have long term outcomes and
dimensions. Part of a systemic equation, meaning one cuts you open, and the other
stitches you up, they are one body, what is our role in changing the status quo?
Snyder (2017) talks about the anticipatory obedience as a political tragedy, and a tactic
used by the authoritarian representatives that creates the space for individuals to adapt, leaving
no room to reflect on a new situation. Challenging and causing a strain through the questions
asked in a secure space has enabled the mental health workers to reflect on their experiences
critically because they were able to see their unfragmented selves while contemplating the
coloniality of their practice. Breaking up society into division of labor, having people carrying
out narrow and very special jobs, has taken away from the human quality at/from work. The

problem is not wholly psychological but how the system shapes individuals to see only a small
part of the problem (source).
Getting out of the Herd

From the far left and right are some of the results of the physical disruption of the
colonizer\colonized dynamics: creation of social capital, creation of privilege, false generosity,
falsification of reality, collusion and corruption, double consciousness, co-op leadership, and coopt activism.
The diagram above, is a possible way to conceive of this basic analytic of decoloniality
The participants of the study, however, believed in the need for an effective healing, resistance,
and activism that has to happen within the mental health worker-client transaction. Following
Fanon, these connections have to happen on the subjective and objective levels. The more
professionals and clients identify as subjects, it is important to know how they constitute the
coloniality of power, knowledge, and being. It is important to understand meaningful practices
like: co-building strategies toward liberation, trust-accompaniment, healing, and productivity,
mental health workers, sociopolitical responsibility and development, activist sustainability,

critical resiliency and solidarity. It is important to understand how they will arise against all
forces to pin down mental health worker-client transactions.
The Trinity: Client, NGO, and Psychologist
Much of what has arisen from this research is the need for mental health workers to get
out all together from the cycle of oppression and pyramid of power.. It is our ethical and
professional responsibility as agents of change to guarantee communities’ strategies for
liberation and ensure everyone has a role in collectively getting out from the pyramid shaped
economic system and engage in struggles against instrumentalization of mental health workers.
How can we make the turn in all of psychology? By coming in with guidelines for forcing
psychological work to change systems of oppression.
Applying Baro’s ideas on liberation psychology to the Palestinian context would be
profound for psychologists who are receptive to criticizing their practices, particularly
psychologists who have no training on decolonial-liberation tools and interventions. Such
applications would shift awareness in understanding the coloniality of their practice from critical
stage to action stage based on the sociopolitical development theory, and find ways to disrupt it
while maintaining their positions towards humanizing the NGO structures and institutions and go
beyond the limits and boundaries imposed by their professional training and field.
As Baro puts it, psychologists have not failed to concern themselves with the obstacles
and boundaries of oppression and struggles that burden both themselves and the people they
serve, but when it comes down to application, these critiques and concerns are not thought out
nor encouraged to be channeled in ways that are aligned with people’s political commitment and
desire for national liberation. Psychology in today's fashion is not designed to respond to
people’s political wants and needs, rather than just responding to mal adaptations through the

clinical model both theoretically and applied (Baro, 1996). In Palestine, psychology applied on
the ground is modeled after North America psychology, this model historically speaking has
looked at natural scenes for method and concept, and to legitimize their field in order to get
social and scientific position and rank, it negotiated how it would contribute to the needs of the
established power and structure.
I supervised the application of BLP (Better Learning Program) throughout 16 schools
undergone Israeli violations and attacks in the West Bank, where kids are affected. The
BLP, focused on reducing nightmares kids are struggling with ages from 6-15, where I
trained school counselors to perform, apply, and evaluate. The intervention and program
were imported in a sealed box, meaning taken after a successful scientific based
intervention in Europe in boosting kids mental health by reducing nightmares, the project
expanded, and we covered 70 schools… They used the results or data collected by social
workers to evaluate the interventions, and that’s how they proceeded. That’s how they
wrote grants to get more funding to expand the interventions methodologically and
scientifically to reduce and fight nightmares experiences by kids exposed to traumatic
events.
These borrowed methodological and practical conceptual tools are imported to third
world countries through NGOs working in the mental health sector, hoping to gain or exploit
from power structure a social status, equivalent to the “social services” model in the U.S.A.
Supervisors were trained to apply the interventions by surveying all students, and lecture
classes and teachers on general psychology education, with detailed prescription to follow up and

give General psych education for all, and then pick those who show signs of being
affected by military presence and attacks, checkpoints, settlers attack…etc. Then group
them into 8-10 group sessions to do the interventions. They do the interventions on 2
levels: 1st one is group therapy, this is why am saying is a method imported from a
brown box, the manual tells you step by step what to do and how to do it…
Whether their intervention is modeled after the behaviorism school of psychology or has
taken up another form of cognitive psychology or any other trends being investigated among
academics, the problem remains and only reproduces itself in a different direction. The problem
is not rooted in these approaches but in copying and pasting, with some cultural appropriations
and modifications, that leads to accepted models coming from outside (the U.S and Western
countries)“temporally in the here and now space, the student will benefit from the work and
interventions, but on a long term her will relapse”. The ahistorical importing of ideas leads to
ideological thinking. Do we lack an adequate epistemology as Palestinians? To accept and
implement these pre-prepared ideological packages.
The influence of positivism, individualism, and ahistoricism led us to think of human
nature as universal, and to believe that there are no fundamental differences between a child
living in slums of Lebanon to a child living in Gaza or Seattle. Accepting Maslow’s needs scale
as a universal hierarchy.
They were open to listen to be honest and fair, meaning we were not just data collectors,
filling out surveys. But in reality we were...they invited the researcher behind the
intervention to give a workshop and get our feedback…but even when they hear our
reflections and critiques, that’s only to sharpen and strengthen their approach based on

what serves the project not the ppl. But when it comes to application, they ask you to
follow the manual only, weather you’re applying in east or west, here or there …etc. in
Myanmar or Hebron Its the same application. In my opinion, each population has its own
culture, Nablus is different from Hebron, there is not such thing as a magical recipe, or
one size fits all no such thing as Take the prescription and apply it in Pakistan or
Kashmir and be effective at the same time.
What is needed is a revision from bottom up by and with psychologists on the ground.
And these revisions can not be made through office training, traveling to Israeli NGOs, or abroad
for professional development, but through praxis committed to the people, to gain a new
perspective on how to serve the people in our communities with a view of what they potentially
managed to do, not only with the positive outcomes but also with the negative challenges (Baro,
1996). Keeping in mind the people’s need for redress historical trauma and desire for liberation,
that changes the perspectives on what has been done to what needs to be done.
Reactionary Psychology vs Progressive Psychology
Reactionary psychology lends support to unjust social reality, whereas progressive
psychology helps people progress to find that road to their personal and historical fulfillment.
Thus, psychological theory is not more reactionary for coming from the U.S than coming from
neighboring countries. What makes a theory reactionary or revolutionary is not the people that it
comes from, but rather, its ability to uncover reality, to strengthen or transform social order
(Baro, 1996).
The program is expanding, but one of the pros of the program it helps the school social
workers and counsellors, because school workers need guidance, they don’t have

opportunities to train and professional development. The field is weak in training
workers of what to expect, they are only skilled to make clinical observations and
diagnoses. So, this program helps them in certain places given their weak skills in
conceptualizing the needs of the kids, they are either early graduates or burnt out, and
have the lowest salaries in comparison to teachers yet they did 4 yrs. for their B.A.
What needs to be done to contribute to the history of the people? Redesign of theoretical
and practical tools beyond cultural adaptations and modifications, regardless if they were critical
in their attempts. But, redesign from the standpoint of the lives of people, from their suffering,
their aspirations, and their struggles. To formulate this approach towards creation of liberation
psychology is not a theoretical task. Rather, it is practical in order to achieve a psychology that
liberates people (Baro, 1996). “They only measure kids’ educational performance before and
after the intervention. It treats the problem on the surface, its not a treatment program nor a
prevention. Not much space is given for feelings and thoughts, 1st session is all about
psychoeducation, 2ed session we teach them relaxing techniques…, basically all the work on the
outside…”.
Elements for liberation psychology: breaking the chains of professional and personal
oppression as much as the chains of social oppression. New epistemology must be created and
explored, new ways of seeking knowledge, for the truth of the Palestinians-not in their present
oppression but rather in the tomorrow of their freedom. The truth of popular need is no given,
taught, but made. Which requires a new perspective and a new praxis. The new perspective has
to come from below (people and mental health workers) who’s truth must be created in a new
praxis. How would that praxis look like?

As a psychologist one is not solving their problems-rather than thinking and theorizing
with them and from them, taking new perspective, does not mean throwing away your
knowledge, but critically revise it from the perspectives of the workers (Baro, 1996).
Manufacturing of “public opinion” By NGOs
Sbeih (2019) has written extensively about manufacturing of “public opinion” and its role
in serving the dominant category, and how intellectually it has been legitimized and justified.
Therefore, highlighting some of the tools and mechanisms of the existing social systems is
needed to expose how the system reproduces itself through those tools (a concept of Foucault, a
combination of norms, laws, institutions and networks that brings together individuals and
organizations). Those tools employed by the NGO are used to serve the superiority of public
opinion about the colonized.
Most of the participants talked about their roles as data collectors for research, surveying
the people they provide services to in order to share findings in grant proposals. Research
conducted for the purpose of sustaining funding, and extending false charity is translated into
English. Both English as a language and research in that context are threats to liberation and
empowerment.
The usage of English centralities (centrality) of the U.S academy in the articulation of
“valid” research questions and processes for investigation of those questions to the cultural
imperialism of research funding agencies, in developing countries and occupied Palestinian
territories. Their role of defining “valid” (read: positivist) research and how such research
produces discourse that “author-rises certain people to speak and correspondingly silences

others, or at least makes their voices less authoritative. A discourse that is exclusionary and racist
(Denzin & others, 2008).
Lessons Learned Based on Colonial and Decolonial
The themes found in the analysis can be brought back to theory and interpreted more
deeply into the broader context. The following lessons learned are consistent with MaldonadoTorres’ 10 theses on Coloniality and Decoloniality:
1. Colonization and Decolonization and related concepts generate anxiety and fear.
Before examples are demonstrated from the data on addressing how colonization causes
fear and anxiety, it is important to clarify the role of colonization and decolonization, as well as
Coloniality and Decoloniality. These are becoming key terms for the movement that challenges
the dominant racist, sexist, homophobic, and Islamophobic conservative and liberal and
neoliberal politics of the day (Maldonado-Torres, 2016). Colonialism is the theory that leads to
“colonization” which means “We are superior to everyone else and we have the right to take over
their land and run it for our own benefit”. The globe is still going through “colonization”, either
through the sending of these supposed superior people out to physically take land away from
“inferior” people and run it for the benefit of the “superior” people while relegating inferior
people to subservience (Quora, 2017).
One clear case in the mid-20th century when third world countries fought for liberation
and independence; for example India 1947 from the British and Algeria 1962 from the French.
The term neocolonialism has been used in more modern instances where colonizers do not
actually take the land away from the colonized, but simply own everything that is worth owning
and let the colonized people run things as they see fit, provided that the flow of profits to the
colonizers are not interfered with (Quora, 2017). Although colonization connotes many events

that have happened in the past, more people are recognizing the presence of coloniality today and
everywhere (Maldonado-Torres, 2016), and that this will continue long into the future.
Decoloniality is the effort to address the present and change this future in the alternative
direction.
According to Maldonado-Torres (2016), anyone who raises the question about
colonization or addresses the significance of this work or events of colonization causes fear and
anxiety. For both the NGO and workers in the current study, anxieties were prevalent about the
rightfulness of the unquestioning citizen, that is, the colonized (in this situation mental health
workers), who sustains the economic and political order. Underlying their work can be found
fears about the potential action of addressing these topics in this way. The researcher felt this in
the interviews with the participants who had worked with Doctors without Borders when it was
demanded that Palestinian mental health workers receive trainings from Israeli professionals.
Their action of leading a campaign led to multiple forms of aggressions. Seventeen Palestinian
mental health workers chose to be neutral, not take a stand, fearing they would risk their
positions at the organization.
Those who led the campaign were 3 psychologists who were the ones who eventually
faced consequences, were labeled as terrorists, and were advised to resign and not wait to be
fired and possibly lose benefits. One became a truck driver, and another a chef. Anyone who
introduces the question of colonization can faces these typical colonial actions of aggression, to
relativize the value of the question, Why should we take training from Israeli professionals? The
colonizer challenges and undermine the position of the colonized as a questioner. Which
supports the idea that even the employees in the NGO had no power, which relates to
Aronstein’s (1969) theory on the ladder of citizen participation. Responses, such “I have a

family, and I’m afraid of what they could do to me” or “what would happen if I lose my job?”,
and “you can not mention the name of the org I work for in your research” or “ I must obtain a
permission from the department before I have this interview.” Few of many examples
demonstrate how this topic generates fear and anxiety, and how the mind of the colonized can
either work for or against colonialism.
Seventeen mental health workers in this example were unwillingly for colonization rather
than favoring any struggle toward accountability and liberation. They made the choice to be
neutral. This is the war in which the citizen subject (mental health workers) turn against their
allies, aiming to silence these forms of questioning that emerges from the lived experiences of
the colonized. Coloniality seeks to conceal its war, by not allowing its status be named or
questioned by those who are on the receiving end of its constant violence. The questioner is out
of place, and problematic.
2 Coloniality is different from colonialism and decoloniality is different from
decolonization.
When we think of colonialism and decolonialism, we often assume they refer to specific
episodes of socio-historical and geopolitical conditions, located elsewhere, outside of our present
realities. Colonization is colonization, whatever new name we want to call it, globalization, free
market, neoliberalism, capitalism, sits undeadly about colonization in different names and
means. And those who address the question about current day colonization appear as rebels. Our
conceptions of race, identity, well-being—and even other epistemologies like freedom—are the
by-product of the Euro-Christian divinized system of knowledge.
In contrast, the word forms of coloniality and decoloniality have been created to refer to the
logic, metaphysics, ontology created by the massive processes of colonization. Decoloniality

refers to efforts at rehumanizing the world—breaking hierarchies of difference that dehumanize
communities, and promotes the production of (counter-narratives, knowledges, practices)—that
seek to dismantle coloniality and opens creative forms of being in the world.
One clear finding that emerged from the conversations with participants was the essential
role of agriculture and its relation to healing, and ability to alleviate suffering. There was great
meaning to be found in forming a sense of production and meaningful resiliency, outside of the
outreach and interventions in schools, or homes. Why agriculture? The Palestinian peasant is a
central figure both in the West Bank and Gaza. They have an expressive culture and
historiography. And important future emphasis would be on engaging clients in practices of
farming, cultivation of the soil for the growing of crops and the rearing of animals to provide
food, wool, and other products. It is important to explore how the signifier of the peasant is used
to construct a sense of healing or “psychological well-being” for the purpose of the struggle
against Israel colonial policies. Swedenburg (1990), in his study of the Palestinian peasant as a
national signifier under occupation, addressed how the peasant’s unifying function works
ideologically to cover over significant difference within Palestinian society. The participants
identity as peasants, indicating their feelings of belonging to the people and nation. The
peasantry and its expressive cultural ways of life, and constant visions of rural life, has not yet
been contextualized in the mental health field. The researcher argues, that the present must be
seen in the context of mental health as a confrontation against settler colonialism.
Most of the NGO interviewees saw their clients as refugees and/or peasants. The participants
argued there was a need to engage in healing associated with cultivating land, coming from their
deep understanding of people’s “closeness to the soil”. This approach can be used to reinforce
the peoples’ historical links to the land, and creates a vehicle to resistance.

This demand for changing the ways psychosocial activities are provided and performed,
whether through agriculture or other forms, was mentioned by multiple mental health workers. If
we understand and support these approaches, it goes a long way towards justice therapy values
and principles, and adopting the new praxis needed for applying liberation psychology to take
root in the NGOs. Thus, space, time, and training for mental health workers, those in the field,
and those emerging is needed and necessary for such praxis; praxis toward building new
strategies for mental health under occupation, and making a wide turn intervention. Our only
solace being that we finally understand why, who, and what has failed us, to start answering
“what is it that the Palestinians want from the psychological services?” Freedom or
psychological wellness?
The researcher recommends additional efforts to work directly with mental health workers in
trainings and dialogue to co-create guidelines for future trainings
3. Coloniality/modernity is a form of metaphysical catastrophe that naturalizes war
Western modernity has become intertwined with the production of coloniality. Modernity
and coloniality establish each other and shape the world to become the West and the rest of the
people living in it.

Europe became modern in the process of colonial expansion that started in the middle of
15th century and continues to this day. The logic and modality of organized colonialism, its
knowledge, power, and being, its coloniality, represents catastrophe. It represents a world
divided according to superior-inferior degrees of being human. This metaphysical catastrophe,
because it informs and transforms thinking and being, helps our understanding of the self-and the
other. Such work has helped advance demographic catastrophe of indigenous genocide, and other
forms of colonization. This metaphysical catastrophe, according to Mandonado-Torres, is linked
to western civilization, leading to the naturalization/normalization of war, and direct forms of
violence against colonized people.
The metaphysical catastrophe and normalization helps explain the significance of the
BDS (boycott, divestment, and sanctions) movement for Palestinians lives, calling for an end to
occupation. Leaders of the Alliance for Middle East Peace explain that “the anti-normalization
movement has called for an end to all interactions between Israelis and Palestinians that do not
subscribe to three key tenets: ending the occupation; equal rights for Israelis and Palestinians;
and a full right of return for Palestinian refugees (Tikkun, 2018). The settler war on Palestinian
people, and on everything associated with it—through mass imprisonment, illegal settlements,
house demolitions, military watch towers, checkpoints, and multiple other forms designed to
keeping Palestinians constrained—are connected to psychological colonization as well. The
rationale behind the participants’ campaign against Doctors without Borders stems from their
belief that the NGO, through the trainings by Israeli professionals, was normalizing/naturalizing
occupation. The Anti-Normalization Discourse in the Context of Israeli-Palestinian
Peacebuilding (2019) has defined “normalization” as "the process of building open and
reciprocal relations with Israel in all fields, including the political economic, social, cultural,

educational, legal, and security fields." Therefore, calling out the training as normalizing
occupation from campaign organizers, radical Marxists who identify with the Palestinian Popular
Front for Liberation of Palestine, is rooted in their understanding of anti-normalization and/or
decoloniality. This work represents the beginning of a process to transform the relationship with
Israel from an abnormal one to a normal one that will allow Israel political ideology to be
integrated into the minds of Palestinians.
Anti-normalization positions of mental health workers are essential to support the new
praxis implementations towards justice therapies and practices within communities they serve.
Mental health workers and the groups they target interact with can help support the Palestinian
movement leaders, making changes on a national level, expanding anti-normalization efforts to
dismantle perpetual war, which shapes time, space, and subjectivity and creating conditions for
dialectical change between the colonizer and colonized. As we see continuously in these theses,
mental health workers were reluctant to do what needs to be recognized. Either that or they were
oblivious of the existence of that which demanded recognition. What is to be said of the readers
of their position? A researcher like myself, who assumed herself consciously aware of and
prepared for the many ghosts and shadows of psychological colonialism, allowed myself to be
instructed by their voices on how they negotiated racialized discourse in the training, and not fall
for the blaming-the-victim trap
4. Naturalization of extermination, expropriation, domination, exploitation, early death,
and conditions that are worse than death, such as torture and rape
Under settler occupation the harmful actions take place as ways to keep order and manage
the colonized. Expropriation of land is still taking place through direct forms of conquest. Many
Palestinians are experiencing vast forms of dispossession. Settlers invade orchards and spray

olive trees with toxic chemicals. These attacks are similar to a dozen of attacks in which the
settlers flooded Palestinians orchards with wastewater. In addition they burn orchards, houses,
farmlands, and uproot trees in different parts of the occupied West Bank. “The colonized are
meant to be bodies without land, people without resources, and subjects without the capacity for
autonomy and self-determination”. One of the participants is from a village subjected to settler
firebombing attacks, and currently working with victims who happen to be from his extended
family. The attack on his family caused the death of parents of 6-year-old Ahmad, where he was
treated for 3rd degree burns over 60% of his body, and living with his grandfather Hussein, who
has been caring for him since. Time for the colonized is less time for production and more time
for surveillance, and if waiting for violation and murder to take place.
Participants in various places describe “life in Gaza of it being worse than death”. Their
work under occupation is waiting for their bodies and beings to be violated, to repeat the cycle of
the same mental health work over and over. War and mental health, where thousands of people
live under violence, waiting for permanent possibility of all types of violation. In the existence of
this deadly turmoil and authoritarianism, discussions of mental health and well-being can feel as
acts of mockery. All interviews emphasized the importance of functional beings as successful
indicators, part of assessing the NGO’s success as psychological interventions. To a degree, this
suggests that any one of their “clients” who does not suffer for is not treated for anxiety
attacks—or who attends to the family demands, and does not abuse his wife and kids, not
addicted to drugs or alcohol can go to work without hallucinating dangers—would be considered
healthy and normal.
5. Coloniality involves radical transformation of power, knowledge and being

Each of these major dimensions has at least three basic components and each of them
includes reference to the embodied subject. Understanding the coloniality of these dimensions
makes it easier to critique and take whatever is of worth for a decolonial conception of
knowledge. Maldonado-Torres talked about Fanon believing that effective desalination had to
happen on the subjective and objective levels, which can be better understood through the
following basic scheme to approach coloniality:
Knowledge: Object, Subject, and Method,
Power: Structure, Subject, and Culture.
Being: Time, Subjectivity and Space
The subject can be conceived as a point of entry into the critical examination of
coloniality. The difference between subject and subjectivity, according to Fanon, is that the
subject is not a psychological being to be medicated in efforts to make the person more attuned
with the “civilized” world. Rather, for Maldonado-Torres, the subject constitutes the basis that
holds being, power, and knowledge. Fanon sees the subject, as both the product and generator of
social structure, and culture. Once we view ourselves from that lens, and connect these direct
elements to one another, the subject, who is the field of struggle, becomes the rising radical
subjectivity. This is about understanding how to sustain coloniality rather than to decolonize it.

In the interviews, both the mental health workers, and people they provide “psychological
services” to are controlled and dominated for the coherence of colonial worldview by the NGOs,
to further secure occupation control. The interviews represented these basic points to understand
the coloniality of power, being and knowledge. Understanding helps create the basic
infrastructure for decolonial praxis. The coloniality of power, knowledge, and being refer to how
the culture, structure, methods and conception of the colonized by NGOs turns metaphysical
catastrophe into dehumanizing foundations that serve their inferiority. The pyramid on the left
and right of the above figure, with alphabetic arrows, show some of the inferiority survival goals
and effects: the creation of social capital and privilege, false generosity, falsification of reality,
collusion and corruption, double awareness, co-opt activism- co-opt leadership, self-care, false
sense of security, and burning out.
The participants of the study, however, believed in the need for an effective healing,
resistance, and activism that has to happen within the mental health worker-client transaction.
Following Fanon, these connections have to happen on the subjective and objective levels. The
more professionals and clients identify as subjects, it is important to know how they constitute
the coloniality of power, knowledge, and being. It is important to understand meaningful

practices like: co-building strategies toward liberation, trust-accompaniment, healing, and
productivity, mental health workers Sociopolitical responsibility and development, activist
sustainability, critical resiliency and solidarity. It is important to understand how they will arise
against all forces to pin down mental health worker-client transactions
6. Decoloniality is rooted in decolonial turns away from coloniality
Decolonization is not chasing after recognition and validation in/from the colonial modern
world. Decolonization is about challenging the ways in which humanity is defined. There is a
necessity for the formation of new practices and ways of thinking that involves understanding
decoloniality as the opposition to coloniality. Decoloniality can be seen as an affirmation for
forms of love and understanding that promotes human interrelationality. It is the effort to restore
love and communicate with others. Without such forms of wisdom and knowledge, subjects
could lend themselves easily to fear and anxieties. The decolonial turn starts with the formation
of a decolonial attitude. As Fanon puts it, there is an actional attitude as a basic contract to shift
away from the traditional and hierarchical norms imposed on us. It is the desire to become,
vulnerable and intimate in one’s relations, to learn and generate radical possibilities and hope.
Love becomes critical, because it's an expression of being, and turns wounds and rage into a
bridge to build and transform.
In the interviews, mental health workers re-defined psychological well-being when asked to
describe a psychologically healthy person: “someone who is able to love and work, someone who
has the courage to give, express, and receive love”. It is important to emphasize that we are not
trying to simplify a problem as complex as colonial war and mental health work, but we want to
shed light on the need and importance of seeing mental health workers as creators of the
humanizing nature of healing justice framework.

As evident in the interviews, in Palestine, the problem is not the capacity to work and love.
The problem is that work is limited, with increasing rates of unemployment. The concern for
many Gazans is to find work see Gaza speaks. In the interview filmed by the Palestine Trauma
Centre, a young man talks about work as a basic and fundamental source for human fulfillment.
How would we generate capacities and abilities to love WITH those who cannot find work or
who are underemployed? As Baro puts it, love is a mutual union and giving of oneself. Love in
the times of war is blocked by occupation reality, by segregation, and siege, by the violence that
destroys the foundation of respect and trust between people. How can we collectively build
capacity to work and love, to assert our unique identity, to tell our personal and communal story
in the history of people?
7. Decoloniality involves an epistemic turn whereby the damned emerges as a questioner,
thinker, theorist, writer, and communicator
One of the interview narratives discussed how the participants communicated the critical
questions that are grounded in lived experiences, working for Doctors Without Borders,
demonstrating the an-other way of thinking; “they claim their funding relies on network of
supporters and donors, but they are intelligence and security agency, and their mental health
work is like the gum packs at the drugstore. They sent me to Turkey near the Syrian borders, it
was like a formal informer work! And their station was near the Nosra Front headquarters”.
This is why this research is required, as a form for reconstituting mental health workers, and
away from countering the effects of ontological catastrophe.
Someone who dares to question, haunts the colonizer, and raises the question about
colonizationThis is reflected in the prose, I am not your Data by Abhay Xaxa: “I am not your
data, nor am I your vote bank, I am not your project, or any exotic museum project, I am not the

soul waiting to be harvested, Nor am I the lab where your theories are tested. I am not your
cannon fodder, or the invisible worker, or your entertainment at India habitat center, I am not
your field, your crowd, your history, your help, your guilt, medallions of your victory. I refuse,
reject, resist your labels….,”In a context like Palestine, the radical expressions of questioning
attitudes are found in many of the Palestinian social movement poems, like the work of
Mahmoud Darwish, Write Down, I am an Arab. “Write down! I am an Arab, and my identity
card number is fifty thousand, I have eight children, and the ninth will come after a summer, will
you be angry? Write down!, I am an Arab, Employed with fellow workers at a quarry, I have
eight children, I get them bread, Garments and books, from the rocks, I do not supplicate charity
at your doors, Nor do I belittle myself at the footsteps of your chamber, So will you be
angry?...”
Coloniality aims to make it impossible for the colonized to assume themselves as questioners
and control the means of knowledge production. This is why the coloniality of mental health
approaches and practices cannot but generate questions for the colonized. But this tension
between mute-ing and raising critical questions, makes colonial conditions unstable, and more
suffering gives further rise to thought. This is why its fundamental for mental health workers to
rely on art, to retrieve meanings to the sufferings of the people and generate further questioners.
8. Decoloniality involves aesthetic, erotic, and spiritual decolonial turn whereby the
damned emerges as creator.
To shift away from the coloniality of being, and established meanings of sensing, feeling,
and rejection of modern/colonial human experiences, requires different containers. The
expression of decolonial spiritual and aesthetic turn emerged in discussions with participants, on
the importance of highlighting cultural metaphors and Islamic proverbs in the work as part of

turning to indigenous practices, to which our bodies and minds respond naturally and culturally.
One participant was highly cynical of the relaxing techniques he was trained to use with kids,
referring that these techniques are not rooted in how our bodies sense and respond. Sensing and
questioning on how our mind and body react and respond are keys to keep senses sharpened to
respond critically to anything that aims to produce ontological separation.
9 Activist decolonial turn whereby the damned emerges as an agent of social change. Thinking
alone will not change the world. We need to combine thinking in praxis and build strategies
towards liberation. This demands the colonized becomes as an agent for social change, and not
simply finding refuge in intellectual work, or artistic creation, or spirituality alone, but instead to
find ways to connect them all toward a more radical praxis.
10It is a collective project.
“You may take the last strip of my land,
Feed my youth to prison cells.
You may plunder my heritage.
You may burn my books, my poems,
Or feed my flesh to the dogs.
You may spread a web of terror
On the roofs of my village.
O enemy of the sun,
But
I shall not compromise
And to the last pulse in my veins
I shall resist.

You may put out the light in my eyes
You may deprive me of my mother’s kisses.
You may curse my father, my people.
You may distort my history.
You may deprive my children of a smile
And of life’s necessities.
You may fool my friends with a borrowed face.
You may build walls of hatred around me.
You may glue my eyes to humiliations,
O enemy of the sun,
But
I shall not compromise
And to the last pulse in my veins
I shall resist. Enemies of the sun by Samih Al Qassim

Decolonization is not a past event but a project in the making. A powerful example is an
article called Blame It on the Sun: George Jackson and Poetry of Palestinian Resistance (2015).
After the assassination of the revolutionary George Jackson, prison guards found Palestinian
resistance information displayed on his cell wall. It was thought to be written by him and was
published in the Black Panther newspaper. The resemblance between the voices of Jackson and
Qassim shows how the conditions of Blacks in America and Palestinians possess deep
connections in their movements, and this makes misattributions between the thoughts of the two

possible. Such misattributions are powerful illustrations of collective, multigenerational,
universal practices of revolutionary commitment to liberation and decoloniality. Their shared
themes across their movements show that thinking, creating, and acting together—by reaching
out, sharing lessons and insights among the damnés/colonized—can help disrupt the coloniality
of power everywhere. This shows that there is really no such thing as racism, but it is socially
constructed as part of the colonization process to keep certain people down.
Challenges and Limitations
A critical ethnography approach is appropriate for the study purpose to describe how a
cultural group (mental health workers) functions in exploring their perceptions, beliefs,
behaviors, issues related to power, resistance, and dominance.
As a critical community psychologist researching NGOs and community organizations, a
humanitarian non-profit in itself could be a recipe for distortion, misapprehension, and masking
the truths if not critically structured. Access to information while collaborating with clients does
not necessarily mean we understand what we are likely seeing in any usable way. Perusing
research from a community psychology perspective means incorporating social justice
frameworks and promoting equitable development within less developed communities and
nations.
However, it is not enough because power relations influence how research is collected
and interpreted, and the researcher plays a crucial role in how the research is presented and
disseminated. The researcher and researched are the subject whose existence is described here,
prescribed and seen by members of the dominant group cultural model of knowing and doing.
The subject occupies a liminal status\space as the oppressed (Denzin et al., 2008). Freire’s
empowerment insights encouraged subjects to break away for these limitsIn order to achieve

humanization, which presupposes the elimination of dehumanizing oppression, it is absolutely
necessary to surmount the limit-situations in which people are reduced to data awaits to be
collected. We are in a dialectical relationship. A main one is between the “determination of
limits” vs. “our own freedom”This will help subjects overcome the "limit-situations" and selfimposed barriers.
When reflecting on roles where we seek to facilitate empowerment and liberation,
applying Freire’s principles and values requires establishing authentic relationships with
stakeholders and participants beyond techniques. This relation building is an empowering and
equitable, participatory method that concentrates on cultivating love, humility, faith, hope, and
critical thought. This application begins; first, by understanding the culture in which mental
health workers operate within and have love and respect for the work they do, and love for the
world itself. Second, humility allows us to relate most correctly with others in that we realize our
limitations and the potential of others. Third, we must possess faith in the potential of human
beings along with a belief that the world can be addressed in a formative way. Fourth, we need to
have a disposition of hope that it is possible to change the world in a positive way. Lastly,
enacting critical thought and recognizing the world is dynamic and that we are inextricably
related to it (Vaca, 2018). Once these main values and principles are cultivated, it would be
reasonable to assess their readiness to engage in the process of making sense of the problem of
how their profession is contributing to coloniality of being and doing and to explore
implementing possibilities of decolonial practices and approaches to live and work productively
in an ongoing war society.
However, when the researcher is highly touched by the data, how does she reconciles
dealing with sensitive data, yet attempt to avoid secondary “re-traumatization”? And avoid

feeling “that every time a research is done, a piece of my resistance, voice, identity, and rage is
erased”. The most challenging and limiting part of the data collection process was creating a
space to foster authentic humanizing dialogue without fear of being vulnerable. Through
humanizing dialogue everyone gains the freedom to name and put voice to a more
comprehensive understanding of realityDialogue allows for moving beyond any perceived limits
that constrain our actions and move into a level of consciousness where we believe we can
mutually reconstruct the world (Jimenez, 2018). Given that Decolonization research is enmeshed
in activism, non-western epistemologies are yet to be silenced, and subjects lack agency within
such representations. Silence legitimizes oppression.
A personal challenge was dealing with what many clinical psychologists call “survival
guilt.” The data collected was very intense, exposing the limitations imposed on mental health
workers providing services amid ongoing wars. Critical questions were raised and stories of
individuals they had “helped” were shared. This researcher was constantly left with a myriad of
emotional reactions, often feeling heavy, but was not able to rationalize what was happening.
The losses the interviewees experienced, their stresses and challenges, are ever remaining. Those
on the outside, such as myself, who have not ever lived under siege--or as the participants
described it “open air prison”--will not have this experience. It was critical to discuss and
recognize the signs with the dissertation advisor to overcome the anger, feeling of sadness, and
concerns about the mental health work. Coping was difficult because I did not know what I was
coping with. It took long reflections to accept that these feelings were natural, as a result of
engaging in a critical study and focusing on humanizing oneself and others while collecting and
analyzing data. I found it necessary to allow the pain to take its course by accepting the
continued feelings of unsettling, due to raising and pushing critical consciousness to the edges.
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